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Porto Maravilha: The Redevelopment of Rio de Janeiro’s Historic Downtown Port District

A study of Urban Waterfront Revitalization as a Catalyst for Real Estate Development

Abstract
In 2009, the City of Rio de Janeiro embarked on the largest urban redevelopment endeavor currently
underway in Latin America. Porto Maravilha is a bold, $5 billion plan to repurpose the city’s postindustrial port district, create an attractive waterfront destination and spark new development. A major
component of this effort is the replacement of an elevated expressway along the shoreline with an
underground tunnel to enhance the pedestrian connection to the waterfront. Other elements include
the historical restoration of a 17th Century church, two new museums and a new aquarium.
Central to any large-scale urban redevelopment is the impact on real estate values. How do investments
in the public realm in elements such as upgraded infrastructure, quality urban spaces and cultural
amenities affect the economic viability of development projects in previously neglected and
deteriorated urban areas? Given the highly competitive property acquisition process in the Rio de
Janeiro market, the degree to which private sector developers can correctly underwrite land and
development air rights in Porto Maravilha will be critical. The enhancement of property values and
other impacts to the urban environment are also of vital importance to the City of Rio, particularly since
the interventions in Porto Maravilha are being financed to a significant degree through the sale of
development air rights.
i

This paper explores large-scale urban waterfront revitalization as a catalyst for real estate development.
Cities that have undergone waterfront redevelopment such as Buenos Aires, Argentina and Bilbao, Spain
will be studied with the goal of making informed assertions regarding the Porto Maravilha effort
currently underway in Rio de Janeiro. In particular, this study will analyze the benefits of improving
urban infrastructure, creating quality public spaces, and capitalizing on inherent cultural and historical
attributes. Although this study focuses on Rio de Janeiro, the conclusions drawn can be applied to urban
revitalizations elsewhere, particularly those in post-industrial waterfront locations. The findings of this
study will hopefully provide insights for investors and developers as to the likely effects of similar urban
interventions in the future.
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Porto Maravilha: Key Project Facts and Figures

Estimated Total Cost of Urban Interventions

R$ 8 Billion ($ 5.1 Billion US)

Estimated Total Value of Private Development

R$ 40 Billion ($ 25.6 Billion US)

Total Land Area of Urban Interventions

5,000,000 Square Meters (1,235 Acres)

Total Potential Buildable Area (GLA)

4,089,502 Square Meters (44,019,033 Square Feet)

Current Ownership of Developable Land

62% Federal, 6% State, 6% City, 25% Private

Duration of Public Interventions

6 Years

Total Development Duration (Public and Private)

30 Years

Current Residential Population

22,000

Total Residential Population Planned by 2021

100,000

New Highway Tunnels

3,306 Meters (2 Miles)

New Expressway Viaducts

768 Meters (0.5 Miles)

New Paved Streets

839,616 Square Meters (9,037,551 Square Feet)

New Sidewalks

633,937 Square Meters (6,823,641 Square Feet)

New Bike Paths

17 Kilometers (10.6 Miles)

New Trees Planted

15,202

New Street Light Poles

6,984

Cost of Public Utilities (Water, Sewer, Gas, Elect.)

R$ 330 Million ($ 211 Million US)
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Glossary of Commonly Used Terms and Places
Abandoibarra
A 70 acre post-industrial riverfront site in the center of Bilbao, now a center of culture and business for
the entire Basque region of Northern Spain
Água Espraiada
An urban redevelopment district in São Paulo
Bahia
A state in the Northeast of Brazil, one of the first regions of Brazil to be colonized, and home to the city
of Salvador, Brazil’s colonial capital from 1549 to 1763
BOVESPA
The São Paulo Stock Exchange
Caixa Econômica Federal
Brazil’s federal government saving bank, where the social security funds of all Brazilian citizens are held
Carioca
A native inhabitant of the City of Rio de Janeiro
CEPAC or CEPACs
Certificados de Potencial Adicional de Construção, or Certificates for Potential Additional Construction,
publicly traded securities issued by municipalities as instruments to finance large scale urban
interventions through the sale of development air rights
CDURP
Companhia de Desenvolvimento Urbano da Região do Porto do Rio de Janeiro, the entity established by
the City of Rio de Janeiro to oversee all planning, financing and managerial matters related to the
redevelopment of Porto Maravilha, Rio’s urban waterfront district
Euskalduna
Usually referring to something of the Basque Region or the Basque culture of Northern Spain
Faria Lima
Avenida Brigadeiro Faria Lima, one of the premier commercial office districts of São Paulo, developed
primarily during the 1980s and extended significantly in the late 1990s, also the name of an urban
redevelopment district in the same area
FGTS
Fundo de Garantia do Tempo de Serviço, Brazil’s equivalent of the United States’ social security fund
Francisco Bicalho
Avenida Francisco Bicalho, a major thoroughfare in the west end of central Rio de Janeiro, situated
perpendicular to the waterfront and consisting of two multi-lane boulevards of one-way traffic, running
in opposing directions on either side of the Canal de Mangue, a channelized river
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Gamboa
A neighborhood in the center of Rio de Janeiro’s post-industrial port district
Guanabara Bay
The bay on which central Rio de Janeiro is situated, 19 miles long and 17 miles wide, connected to the
Atlantic Ocean to the South
“IAT” or Índices de Aproveitamento Máximos
Maximum Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
Morro da Conceição
A steep hill in Rio’s Saúde neighborhood, one of the earliest settlements of the city, dating back to the
mid-sixteenth Century
Nervión
The river and estuary running through the heart of Bilbao, Spain
Niterói
A city in Rio de Janeiro State of approximately 475,000 people, on the East side of Guanabara Bay,
connected to the City of Rio de Janeiro by the 8.25 mile Rio-Niterói Bridge
Operação Urbana or Operações Urbanas
Urban Redevelopment Districts, known in Brazil as “Urban Operations”
OUCPRJ
Operação Urbana Consorciada da Região do Porto do Rio de Janeiro, or the Urban Operation for the Port
Region of Rio de Janeiro
Pedra do Sal
“Salt Rock,” a historic site in Rio de Janeiro’s Saúde neighborhood, widely regarded as the birthplace of
Samba music
Porto Maravilha
“Port of Wonder,” the 30-year project to revitalize and redevelop Rio de Janeiro’s historic urban
waterfront, begun in 2009
Praça
A plaza, park, town square or public open space
Praça Mauá
A currently run-down public square in the Northeast corner of central Rio de Janeiro, fronting
Guanabara Bay
Presidente Vargas
Avenida Presidente Vargas, a major East-West thoroughfare, several miles long, bisecting central Rio de
Janeiro and consisting of two multi-lane boulevards of one-way traffic, running in opposing directions on
either side of a grassy median (and at the western end, a narrow canal)
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Puerto Madero
The revitalization and redevelopment of Buenos Aires’ post-industrial port district, begun in 1989
Río de la Plata
The estuary on which Buenos Aires is situated
Rio Branco
Avenida Rio Branco, a wide North-South Avenue bisecting the commercial business district of central Rio
de Janeiro, terminating at its Northern end at Praça Mauá
Rodrigues Alves Tunnel
A planned expressway tunnel running parallel to the Rio de Janeiro waterfront that will replace the
elevated bay front expressway along Av. Rodrigues Alves
Santo Cristo
A neighborhood in the west end of Rio de Janeiro’s post-industrial port district
Saúde
A neighborhood in the Northeast corner of Rio de Janeiro’s post-industrial port district
TAV
Trem de Alta Velocidade, the planned 322 mile bullet train connecting Rio to São Paulo, scheduled to
begin service in approximately 2016
Zona de Uso Misto or “ZUM”
An area within an urban redevelopment district that is zoned for mixed-use projects
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Chapter One: Introduction
Overview and Purpose
As this thesis is being written, the story of Latin America’s largest urban redevelopment effort to date is
playing out in Rio de Janeiro. In March of 2011, the City of Rio began selling 2.5 billion reais worth of
development air rights in the downtown port district in order to finance a bold scheme of infrastructure
and amenities. For thirty years, previous attempts to redevelop Rio’s post industrial waterfront had
failed due to lack of alignment between city, state and federal government. Now however, Porto
Maravilha is finally becoming a reality. In a city with less than 1.5% commercial office vacancy1 in the
central business district, the ability to deliver developable land at the hub of metropolitan Rio’s public
transportation network will be vital to the city’s future. Museums, parks, restaurants and nightlife will
capitalize on Rio’s rich historical heritage and help make Porto Maravilha an attractive destination for
both tourists and residents.
Central to any redevelopment effort is the opportunity to create value, and Rio’s Porto Maravilha
project is no exception. This thesis will examine the economic feasibility of real estate development

1

Jones Lang La Salle, Rio de Janeiro, 2010 Year End Review
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projects in and around large scale urban interventions. What level of land acquisition prices can be
supported for these projects in order for developers to realize viable, risk-adjusted returns?
Comparable waterfront redevelopments in other cities will be evaluated in the hopes of drawing
meaningful conclusions as to the efforts currently getting underway in Rio’s downtown port district.
What can be learned from these previous redevelopments? Although the focus of this study is Rio de
Janeiro’s downtown port redevelopment, this thesis will seek to draw conclusions that can be applied to
urban revitalizations elsewhere, particularly those in waterfront locations.
Target Audience
The target audience for this thesis includes the major stakeholders in the Porto Maravilha revitalization:




Private Sector Developers
City of Rio de Janeiro
Caixa Econômica Federal

The primary target audience is the private sector development community. As with many projects of
this nature, a major challenge faced by private sector developers is the valuation of development
parcels in the revitalization area. Given the highly competitive bid process to acquire development
parcels in the Rio de Janeiro market, the degree to which private sector developers can correctly
underwrite land and air rights is critical.
The City of Rio de Janeiro is also a major stakeholder in the Porto Maravilha redevelopment and a part
of the target audience for this study. The City of Rio is making a bet that real estate values will increase
enough to warrant substantial expenditures on infrastructure, such as streetscape upgrades and utilities
in the redevelopment area. However, many in the private development community insist that the City
of Rio has been overly bullish in projecting values for air rights which will be sold to finance a significant
portion of the planned R$ 8 billion worth of urban infrastructure improvements. Whether or not the air
rights in the Porto Maravilha area will appreciate to the degree that the City of Rio is projecting is
currently a hotly debated topic.
2

The third major stakeholder is Caixa Econômica Federal, Brazil’s second largest bank, which holds the
funds for FGTS (Fundo de Garantia do Tempo de Serviço), the Brazilian equivalent of the US social
security fund. In a partnership with the City of Rio de Janeiro, Caixa Econômica has underwritten 100%
of the air rights in March, 2011 for 2.5 billion reais. Caixa will then resell these air rights in the form of
CEPACs (Certificados de Potencial Adicional de Construção), publicly traded securities listed on the
BOVESPA (the São Paulo Stock Exchange). As the City of Rio currently has no public budget available for
infrastructure in the port area, these public improvements will be privately financed to a large degree
through the sale of air rights to Caixa Econômica, and ultimately to private sector developers and
investors. However, if Caixa Econômica’s projected price for the CEPACs exceeds the market price that
private developers are willing to pay, one of two things will happen. Either Caixa Econômica will fall
short of their expected returns, or development will not move forward. For this reason, Caixa
Econômica is also included in the target audience for this study.
Thesis
This study will seek to support the assertion that large scale urban interventions enhance property
values and act as a catalyst for private real estate development in and around the areas of urban
interventions. The research and data evaluation portion of this study will consist of secondary analysis
of available numerical data, pertinent interviews and research of previously published works.
This paper will also seek to identify the benefits, drawbacks and relevant lessons of previous urban
revitalizations. Comparisons of similar urban waterfront revitalizations will provide stakeholders with
evidence of enhanced real estate value and other benefits resulting from these redevelopments and
their various components. Aspects that will be evaluated will include:






Infrastructure & streetscape improvement
Public transit networks
Quality public spaces
Cultural and historical amenities
Retail and entertainment destinations
3

Although place making is of vital importance in large scale urban interventions, this thesis will focus
primarily on value creation and other fiscal benefits. Using quantitative data analysis along with
qualitative observations from interviews and document research, informed conclusions will be drawn as
to how the real estate development trajectory is likely to play out in Rio de Janeiro as a result of the
Porto Maravilha redevelopment. This thesis will also seek to answer the question of whether
developers in Porto Maravilha will be able to undertake projects that are economically viable.
Potential effects of Porto Maravilha, both positive and negative, will be explored. What are the project’s
strongest and weakest aspects? What are the opportunities, challenges and risks? How will this
redevelopment impact real estate values? What will private sector developers be able to pay to acquire
land in the port district?
Additional challenges and concerns for Porto Maravilha that will be considered include:
Absorption - Urban redevelopments of this size (1,235 acres) are rare, so this project must be
phased and sequenced carefully to avoid over-saturating the market with excess supply of
product at any given time. How will the schedule be managed so as to not over-saturate the
market or create a bubble? Is it plausible that the Rio de Janeiro market can absorb the
necessary volume of product in a reasonable time frame to support the valuation when it is
considered as a present value?
Density - Is the city managing density in a way that will result in the best outcome for
community residents and business, for private developers and investors and for the future of
the City of Rio? What are the benefits and drawbacks of the city’s scheme for density at two
important locations: Francisco Bicahlo and Praça Mauá. Many in the private development
community are seriously criticizing Rio’s decision to build so much height and density around
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the Francisco Bicalho area (shown graphically in Chapters Two and Four). Does this area present
good opportunities for private sector developers? Why or why not?
Key Drivers – What are the drivers or factors that will make this project succeed? What will
make people and companies want to locate there? What aspects of previous intervention
efforts were effective in catalyzing urban regeneration and development.
Investor Concerns - What questions will need to be answered before institutional investors feel
comfortable investing in projects in the port area and paying for CEPACs? Are development
projects in Porto Maravilha economically viable? Will the timing of Porto Maravilha kill returns
for certain types of investors who may not be able to wait several years?
Place Making -What is the City’s vision? What do they want this place to be? How does Porto
Maravilha fit into the broader context of the future plan for Rio? Within Porto Maravilha and its
immediate surroundings, which specific locations and uses hold the best opportunities for
private sector developers?
Limitations
For simplicity, this thesis will assume that Caixa Econômica will resell all CEPACs outright as opposed to
offering them in-kind in exchange for an equity stake in real estate development deals. Also in the
interest of simplicity, this thesis will focus primarily on two specific geographic areas within the vast
Porto Maravilha redevelopment district: The Praça Mauá vicinity at the East end, and the area
surrounding Av. Francisco Bicalho at the West end. These areas will likely be the first two areas of Porto
Maravilha to be developed. Lastly, the ancillary benefits to the surrounding community and indirect
impact to the local economy are important but are beyond the scope of this study, which will focus
primarily on financial and other direct benefits for private sector developers and other stakeholders as a
result of the Porto Maravilha urban interventions.
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Chapter Two: Porto Maravilha Explained
Background & History
In order to understand the significance of the Porto Maravilha revitalization effort, it is helpful to put
this project into context within the larger urban composition of Rio de Janeiro. One hundred years ago,
Downtown Rio was a place of grandeur and elegance. The newly developed Avenida Central, now called
Avenida Rio Branco, featured cultural institutions like the Escola Nacional de Belas Artes, with its French
stained glass windows, and the grand Teatro Municipal, inspired by the Paris Opera House, which
offered all the comfort and majesty that Rio’s citizens expected of a city aspiring to become one of the
world’s great capitals. Fueled by the prosperity of Brazil’s peak years as a coffee producing nation, the
Avenida was the center of Rio de Janeiro society, with its outdoor cafes, upscale stores, pastry shops,
elegant facades and fashionably attired Cariocas in their horse-drawn carriages.

Avenida Rio Branco in Downtown Rio de Janeiro, circa 1912.
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It was around this time that journalist Coelho Neto, lauding Rio de Janeiro’s beauty and grace in the
pages of A Notícia newspaper first coined the term “Cidade Maravilhosa” (the Marvelous City). The
ensuing decades, however, brought many changes in Rio. The opening of several new tunnels and the
1923 inauguration of the glorious Copacabana Palace hotel ushered in an era where Rio’s opulence and
vitality slowly shifted from the city’s center to Rio’s Zona Sul (South Zone), including the now worldfamous beaches of Copacabana, Leblon and Ipanema. In 1960, Brazil’s federal capital was moved to
Brasília, the culmination of Downtown Rio’s gradual loss of urban identity. The once lustrous heart of
the Marvelous City had, in many ways, lost its raison d'être.
Porto Maravilha
Adjacent to Downtown Rio, on the North side of Av. Presidente Vargas, one of Rio’s major Boulevards,
the neighborhoods of Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo comprise central Rio’s port district. Occupying
490 hectares or approximately 1,235 acres, these three neighborhoods form the Porto Maravilha urban
intervention area. The City of Rio views this currently underutilized and run-down district as an area of
great potential for enhanced residential, commercial, entertainment and cultural uses due to its close
proximity to the city’s center and to Rio’s greatest asset, the waterfront. Through a comprehensive
program of urban infrastructure improvements and amenities, the city plans to repurpose this neglected
and dilapidated area into an attractive place to live and work.
The Cargo Port, Then and Now
The Porto Maravilha waterfront as we know it today was created as a functioning cargo port on a large
area of land fill on Guanabara Bay by Rio Mayor Pereira Passos in 1906. However, with modernization in
the shipping industry and the advent of containerization, the stretch of the port from Praça Mauá to Av.
Francisco Bicalho became obsolete. During the second half of the Twentieth Century, this once bustling
cargo port progressively deteriorated and has not received any infrastructure improvements in over
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The Porto Maravilha district circa 1850.

The Porto Maravilha district showing the areas of landfill along the cargo port that were created during Mayor Pereira Passos’ administration.
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thirty years. Today, with only a few exceptions, the wharves and cargo warehouses of this area that
once held the thriving port operations for Rio de Janeiro and the entire region now sit idle, abandoned
and in various states of disrepair.

Rio’s thriving cargo port, turn of the century.

Since the late 1970s, various mayors of Rio, realizing the redevelopment potential for this underutilized
area directly adjacent to the central business district, had tried without success to launch a large scale
urban revitalization effort. The primary barrier to any large scale redevelopment was the title to the
land, which was fragmented between state, city and private ownership, as well as a myriad of federal
agencies. Some land was collateral for debt and could not be resold or assembled. Since federal, state
and city governments were almost never aligned politically, any attempts to advance redevelopment of
the port area were ultimately fruitless. Now however, all three tiers of government are aligned for the
first time. This was the first key step to getting the project off the ground. In 2006, Cesar Maia, the
previous Mayor of Rio, was the first to issue a decree calling for feasibility studies of the Porto Maravilha
development area.

9

The second major hurdle was financing. As there were not enough city funds available for the
infrastructure improvements, legislation was passed to fund revitalization efforts through the sale of
development air rights, or CEPACs (Certificados de Potencial Adicional de Construção). As part of the
studies that were conducted, the city and their various consultants ran proformas to project the price of
land and air rights to determine whether the project was feasible. They also conducted a survey of Rio
de Janeiro real estate prices. Revenue from the sale of CEPACs will fund a significant portion of the
planned R$ 8 billion worth of infrastructure improvements. In January of 2009, the current Mayor of
Rio, Eduardo Paes, took office. By November of that year, the city had passed legislation that approved
the Porto Maravilha master plan and authorized the City of Rio to sell CEPACs to finance the
infrastructure improvements.
Although the Porto Maravilha district is an area of Rio which needs drastic improvement, this area also
has tremendous potential for development. In addition to creating an attractive waterfront
destination, the redevelopment plan includes a significant amount of private development parcels
zoned for commercial office use. In a submarket with currently less than 1.5% vacancy, these parcels
will provide much needed commercial office space within close proximity to Rio’s central business
district and at the convergence of multiple forms of mass transit.

10

Map of the City of Rio de Janeiro showing the Porto Maravilha urban intervention district, also known as OUCPRJ

Map of OUCPRJ (Operação Urbana Consorciada da Região do Porto do Rio de Janeiro), the Porto Maravilha urban intervention district
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Need
Rio de Janeiro is a very geographically constrained city, with mountains to the North and West,
Guanabara Bay to the East and the Atlantic Ocean to the South. Available land for new development is
very scarce, especially in the city center where there is already a tremendous concentration of
commercial real estate. Due to the scarcity of developable land, the barriers to bringing new office
space on line in downtown Rio are quite high.
Despite the very limited supply, there is a very strong demand for new office space in Rio’s city center.
Companies with a large corporate presence in downtown Rio include:








Petrobras (Brazil’s state oil company) and their affiliates
Other oil companies
Insurance companies
Vale (Brazilian mining conglomerate)
ElectroBras
Other state owned companies
Telecom companies

Many of these companies are expanding rapidly and will continue to do so in the coming years. Due to
the recent sub-salt offshore oil discoveries, Petrobras alone is expected to add hundreds of employees
in downtown Rio in the next several years. Due to the high demand for Class A office space, most
buildings are preleased prior to completion. Historically, years with high rates of commercial office
absorption in downtown Rio have been those years in which somebody managed to deliver a new office
building. Class A office vacancy is currently around 1.5% in downtown Rio and around 2 - 3% for Rio
overall. Class A office comprises only 13% of the available office space, and Rio has only one true AAA
office building, the Ventura Corporate Towers.
The scarcity of available commercial office space and developable land in downtown Rio has driven most
new development to outlying areas. Over the last 20 years, the lion’s share of new commercial
development in the greater Rio de Janeiro metropolitan area has taken place in the suburban enclave of
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Barra da Tijuca, some 19 miles to the Southwest of downtown Rio. The major drawback is that Barra da
Tijuca is far removed from the city’s core and poorly served by public transportation.
The Porto Maravilha district however, has the benefit of being situated in close proximity to central Rio’s
hub of public transportation, which includes trains, subways, buses, and ferry boats to the East Bay
cities. It is relatively accessible from both of Rio’s airports, as well as the bridge connecting Rio to
Niterói. Porto Maravilha is directly adjacent to Rio’s centuries-old central business district and is located
at the core of the entire metro region, making this section of the city very important logistically.
Porto Maravilha is the only place in Rio with available land in a good location. This is the basic rationale
of the redevelopment project. There is great ongoing demand near the city center, but currently almost
no available land. The city is growing in places with poor public transportation, so it makes sense to
develop in an area that already has public transit infrastructure and cultural amenities: downtown Rio.
In addition to demand for corporate office real estate, there are several other factors driving the Porto
Maravilha development. Unlike many large world-class cities, Rio has very few areas that are safe and
tourist-oriented. This is particularly the case along the waterfront in Central Rio. One facet of the
redevelopment plan envisions Porto Maravilha as the point of entry for visitors to Rio de Janeiro
disembarking from cruise ships. Porto Maravilha has tremendous potential to become a destination not
only for tourists, but also for permanent residents. However, in order for Porto Maravilha to become a
viable residential district, this area must be upgraded significantly, in terms of aesthetics, security and
basic services.
Vision
The timeframe for the urban intervention portion of the Porto Maravilha redevelopment spans from
2011 until 2016, although the private sector build-out of development parcels will likely continue for the
next 30 years. Beginning in 2009, the City of Rio passed a number of pieces of legislation that detail the
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city’s vision for Porto Maravilha. As part of this legislation, the City of Rio envisioned the following
intended catalysts for private sector development in Porto Maravilha:











Streetscape grid upgrades
Green corridors
Improved pedestrian access to the Guanabara Bay shoreline
Spatial integration
Environment, culture and tourism
Port of entry for tourism in Brazil
Urban reinvention of avenues
New transit access (light rail lines)
Sustainable urban rehabilitation
The overall implementation of new urban standards

Project Goals
The Urban Operation for the Port Region of Rio de Janeiro (OUCPRJ) was signed into law by Mayor
Eduardo Paes on November 23, 2009, with the purpose of promoting the urban reorganization of Rio’s
center-city port district. The specific objectives of the Urban Operation for the Port Region of Rio de
Janeiro (OUCPRJ) are as follows:
1. To promote investment in urban infrastructure including public utilities, expanded mass transit
systems and roads that will ensure the best circulation and integration.
2. To promote the maximum utilization and development of currently empty and idle land for
diverse uses including commercial, entertainment, cultural and especially residential, thereby
maximizing the usefulness of existing urban infrastructure.
3. To integrate the Porto Maravilha district and particularly the maritime wharf of Gamboa into the
central area of Rio de Janeiro.
4. To emphasize cultural heritage.
5. To recover and protect property of historical significance, to establish areas of historical interest
and to promote these areas for tourism.
6. To facilitate the restoration and adaptive reuse of historical buildings such as the Palace of Dom
João VI, the Edificio do Jornal A Noite, Touring Club Building, the “ESMAPA” Maritime Passenger
Station, Cais do Porto Warehouses 1 and 6, the National Press Building, the Mariano Procópio
Terminal building, the National Library Depository and others
7. To promote universities and education.
14

8. To stimulate the activity of maritime passenger transportation.
9. To promote stewardship and fairness in properties designated as social facilities, to promote
social interest housing and give attention to the needs of local residents.
10. To stimulate economic activity for the region and generate employment opportunities for the
residents within the district and in surrounding areas.
11. To enhance the urban landscape and create quality public spaces that ensure the safe
circulation of pedestrians and cyclists and facilitate multidisciplinary uses, cultural activities and
civic events.
12. To improve environmental conditions by expanding green areas, planting trees, instituting water
conservation practices and promoting transport systems that use “clean energy” and help
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
13. To ensure transparency in the leadership and decision-making process, with fair and equitable
representation from civil society.
14. To enhance the overall quality of life for the citizens of Rio.
One thing that was made clear by Rio’s urbanization secretary during the early planning phase was that
the city did not want a lot of parking areas, and consequently a large number of additional cars coming
into the downtown area. A major attribute of the Porto Maravilha redevelopment is that it encourages
new development at the mass transit hub of the greater Rio metropolitan area.
Although some aspects of the project, such as media housing in the Francisco Bicalho section, pertain
directly to the 2016 Olympic Games, the City of Rio is trying to look long term, beyond the Olympic
Games themselves at interventions that will benefit the city in the decades to come.
Precedents
During the lead-up to Porto Maravilha, the City of Rio studied several precedent revitalization efforts:








Barcelona
Boston
London
Lisbon
Buenos Aires
Baltimore
Sydney

One of the things that the city emphasized was to study cities with diversity.
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Description of Urban Interventions
Rio de Janeiro’s downtown port district has a huge stock of industrial warehouse buildings that are that
are currently vacant or underutilized and in various states of disrepair, as well as vast expanses of
abandoned rail yards. By making this area more secure, improving streetscapes, providing basic services
and introducing quality amenities, the City of Rio will be taking advantage of a tremendous urban
redevelopment opportunity. The master plan for Porto Maravilha includes rezoning for mixed use,
housing and commercial. Nearly half of Porto Maravilha is designated for residential development. At
the West end of Porto Maravilha, on a 1910 landfill, in an area that is currently rail yards, there are
8,000 units of middle class housing planned. The housing will be pre-sold to occupants, but will be used
temporarily for the media village for the 2016 Olympics (media housing). There is also a new 5-star
convention center hotel planned. Most real estate developers studying the port area at this point are
primarily interested in developing commercial office buildings.

Old warehouse buildings in the Porto Maravilha district are in various stages of disrepair.

Public Infrastructure
The first components of the Porto Maravilha redevelopment to get underway are the extensive
reconstruction of underground utilities and overall beautification of streetscapes and public spaces
throughout the 1,235 acre urban district. Public works slated for Porto Maravilha include the
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improvement of approximately 70 kilometers of roads and streets, including pavement, sidewalks
drainage, traffic signals, street lights, trees and planters, new public open spaces and bike paths. The
construction of several new tunnels and the relocation of major traffic thoroughfares will enable the
removal of the existing elevated expressway structure along the waterfront between the Navy Armory
and Morro da Saúde. This will facilitate the creation of public parks and pedestrian promenades,
transforming the physical landscape of the waterfront dramatically, especially in the Praça Mauá area.
The older and more run-down neighborhoods will be rehabilitated through upgraded streetscapes,
utility infrastructure and the beautification of public spaces.
Tunnels
The existing elevated expressway along Av. Rodrigues Alves will be removed and replaced with a two
kilometer tunnel beginning at the Navy Armory, passing underneath Praça Mauá and resurfacing at the
vicinity of Av. Barão de Tefé. The new Rodrigues Alves expressway tunnel will include three lanes of
traffic in each direction and will be completed by 2015. Several other street and light rail tunnels will
pass under Morro da São Bento and Morro da Saúde, greatly improving circulation and connection to
the city center. The current railroad tunnel under Morro da Providência will be enlarged to receive
automobile traffic as well as the “VLT” light rail system.
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VLT Light Rail
The City of Rio is expected to issue RFPs for the construction of a new light rail system or “VLT”, which
will greatly improve public transportation within the Porto Maravilha area itself, while creating links to
multiple modes of transportation at the periphery of the district including train stations, subways and
bus terminals. Points of connection for the light rail will include Praça Mauá as well as the Nova Cidade
subway station at the southwest end of Av. Presidente Vargas. One line of the VLT light rail will run over
top of the Rodrigues Alves tunnel. Prioritization of mass transit will help foster a departure from the
process of growth seen in the city during the past few decades, which relied heavily on automobile
transportation arteries and the urbanization of natural greenfield areas for the expansion of housing,
commercial uses and services.
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Other Public Works
Over 6,000 new street lights will make the public plazas, streets, paths, sidewalks and parks safer and
more attractive without interfering with architecture. New public utility networks will be implemented
to accommodate the additional capacity required for new development. These include:







Water supply lines
Storm drains
Sanitary sewer
Natural gas distribution
Underground electrical distribution
Tele/data cabling and fiber optic lines

Parks, Green Corridors and Quality Public Spaces
The removal of the elevated expressway structure along Av. Rodrigues Alves will enable significant
recovery of natural landscape, improved environmental conditions and the creation of attractive public
parks, pedestrian promenades and bike paths over top of the tunnel. The area of uninterrupted
pedestrian access along the waterfront will include attractive landscaping, pergolas and restaurants with
wooden decks. A centerpiece in these efforts will be the beautification of Praça Mauá, a currently rundown public plaza opening onto Guanabara Bay at the Northern terminus of Av. Rio Branco. Adjacent to
Praça Mauá, the existing surface street connection of Rio Branco to Av. Rodrigues Alves will be relocated
to allow uninterrupted pedestrian access to the waterfront, the new Museum of Tomorrow located on
Pier Mauá, and several new cruise ship terminals.
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Praça Mauá, turn of the century and today.

The Porto Maravilha master plan also includes a number of new wooded parks, pedestrian and bike
paths, and green belts at various locations in the port district. Bike lanes, both dedicated and shared,
will connect the area with São Cristóvão to the west and will create a link all the way to Leblon in the
South Zone via the Museu de Arte Moderna (Museum of Modern Art). A new waterfront park will
connect Praça Mauá to Praça XV, a large waterfront square a few blocks to the south, near Downtown
Rio. Currently, the Porto Maravilha district is relatively devoid of green areas and so the expansion of
parks and green corridors will be a major enhancement. Along the streets and sidewalks, over 15,000
new trees will be planted including Pink Cassia and Brazil Wood trees. The principal avenues of Av.
Rodrigues Alves, Av. Equador and Rua Luis Mendes de Morais will be lined with Imperial Palms.
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Map of Porto Maravilha showing parks and green corridors.

A number of existing squares throughout Porto Maravilha will be refurbished and receive new furniture.
Other improvements to public spaces include new bus stop shelters, internet access kiosks, informative
panels, bulletin boards, street clocks, public restrooms, trash receptacles, flower stands, and bike racks.
The new parks and recreation areas will contribute to the quality of life for Cariocas. Quality public
spaces will act as urban amenities. Additionally, the plan includes improvement of the quality of water
in the Canal do Mangue.
Cultural and Historical Amenities
During development of the Porto Maravilha master plan, the City of Rio studied the inherent cultural
attributes of the port district and gave careful consideration as to how to capitalize on them. Previous
efforts to capitalize on Rio’s rich history and architectural heritage, such as the Cultural Corridor Project
of the late 1970s, have been tremendously successful, both in terms of improving the Rio de Janeiro’s
overall image, as well as in the ancillary economic benefits to local businesses.
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The plan for Porto Maravilha includes two new museums: the Pinacoteca, facing Praça Mauá, and the
“Museum of Tomorrow,” located on Pier Mauá and designed by Santiago Calatrava. There is also a new
aquarium planned. On Av. Presidente Vargas, there are established universities which the city plans to
capitalize on as part of the cultural emphasis of the project.
Tourism
The Porto Maravilha area is currently the point of entry into Rio de Janeiro for passengers disembarking
cruise ships. Tourism will be reinforced by the modernization of the passenger port, which is
strategically located near the center of the city. The tourism business will also be able to grow as a
result of the additional hotels, restaurants and attractions in the area.
Emphasis on Heritage and Culture
Within the Porto Maravilha area, a point of historic significance is Morro da Conceição, a hilltop enclave
in the Saúde neighborhood. Morro da Conceição is the site of one of Rio’s first permanent European
settlements and dates back to the mid-sixteenth century. Accordingly, the City of Rio does not want to
alter the inherent charm of these areas. Instead, a massive program of preservation is planned for
Morro da Conceição including restoration of the Igreja de São Francisco da Prainha, a seventeenth
century church, the upgrade and beautification of public spaces and pedestrian paths, the burial of
power lines, and the restoration of the historic sites of Pedra do Sal and the Gardens of Valongo.
Pedra do Sal (Salt Rock)
Located on the northern slope of Morro da Conceição, Pedra do Sal is a place of cultural heritage and
religious significance, particularly for Cariocas of Bahian and African ancestry. Beginning in the
seventeenth century, people from the region of Bahia in the Northeast of Brazil began to move to the
Saúde area where land was cheap and work could be found at the nearby port. The first large docks and
cargo warehouses were being built at this time and streets were extended to Pedra do Sal. As the
Bahian population became concentrated around Pedro do Sal, this site became a popular meeting place,
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initiating a tradition of social cohesion in the Saúde community. During the nineteenth century, the area
played an important role in Carioca culture, helping integrate African traditions into the city of Rio.
Pedra do Sal is credited as the birthplace of Samba music in the same way that Ipanema is regarded as
the birthplace of Bossa Nova. Pedra do Sal was very influential in the early development of Carnival
parades and Samba schools and hosts regular Samba sessions to this day. The program for Porto
Maravilha includes the restoration of buildings and public spaces and the positioning of this area as an
entertainment destination and live music venue, which will reinforce the cultural identity of the Porto
Maravilha district.
The Gardens of Valongo
Located on the western slope of Morro da Conceição, the Gardens of Valongo were created in 1906 as
part of the public works instituted by Mayor Pereira Passos. The gardens were designed for the
enjoyment of Carioca society and contained trees, terraces, lawns, statues of Roman deities and a
waterfall.
Historic Preservation
The plans for Porto Maravilha include the restoration and preservation of thousands of historic
buildings. In addition to the warehouses and characteristic structures of cargo port activities, buildings
central to civic and spiritual heritage are considered vital to the cultural identity of Rio. Buildings that
are structurally sound, particularly those with exceptional façades, ornamentation and unique
architectural styles and are to be preserved and restored as necessary, with special care being given to
buildings of particular historic significance that have fallen into disrepair. Additional cultural heritage
sites to be preserved include historical small farms in the area. The floor area of historic structures will
not count towards the maximum FAR allowed in the various sectors. In some cases buildings may be
rebuilt partially or almost entirely for the purpose of outfitting and adapting to modern uses, provided
that the historic façades are preserved and restored. This will serve to integrate historic architectural
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treasures with new development as part of the process of revitalizing the port area, creating an eclectic
mix of old and new and a unique environment in the Carioca scene. At least 3% of the CEPAC sales will
go toward the emphasis of heritage and historical restoration. The City of Rio views historical buildings
and heritage sites as great assets, and intends to use them as a draw for tourism, to reinvigorate the
city’s overall image, and as a catalyst for the economic revival and redevelopment of the port area.
Community Facilities
In addition to the works mentioned above, the city is expected to issue an RFP for the construction of
the future headquarters for the City Council of Rio de Janeiro and a new headquarters for CDURP ( the
managing entity of Porto Maravilha), as well as the Pinacoteca Museum of Art of Rio de Janeiro (in the
restored Palace of Dom João VI), the Museum of Tomorrow (on Pier Mauá), and a new aquarium.
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Rendering of the Santiago Calatrava Museum of Tomorrow on Pier Mauá.

Housing
Currently, the Porto Maravilha district is home to approximately 22,000 residents. Following the
interventions however, the area will accommodate approximately 100,000 residents, resulting in
significantly reduced transportation costs and reduced environmental impacts from transport in the
center of the city. A significant amount of new affordable housing will be built in the Morro da
Providência area in accordance with city and federal subsidy programs including Minha Casa Minha Vida
(My House My Life). The additional housing will promote better quality of life for the current
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inhabitants of the area and also for those seeking housing options in the central area of the city. A
major focus of the Porto Maravilha plan is the construction of social interest housing, a necessary
measure given the current precariousness of housing for many local residents. In addition to attracting
new residents, a major goal of the revitalization is to spark the growth of commercial businesses and
services, resulting in increased tax revenues at the City, State and Federal levels.
Commercial and Mixed Use Development
Another major component of the Porto Maravilha redevelopment is the creation of Zonas dos Uso Misto
“ZUM,” or mixed-use zones. Within the mixed-use zones, the following uses are allowed:





Residential
Commercial & Retail
Services
Light Industrial

These mixed-use zones are intended to be welcoming to people from a wide spectrum of socioeconomic situations and will encourage an active and vibrant urban environment 24/7.

Map of Porto Maravilha showing areas and uses of new development.
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Located at the far western portion of the Porto Maravilha district, Avenida Francisco Bicalho, a wide
boulevard flanking both sides of the Canal do Mangue, is a major focal point of the City’s master plan.
This area has very good transportation access. Traffic coming into central Rio from the western suburbs
becomes very congested on Av. Presidente Vargas to the east of Av. Francisco Bicalho. As a result, the
City has zoned the area surrounding Av. Francisco Bicalho and the Canal do Mangue to allow high
density commercial office, permitting towers up to 50 stories. Av. Francisco Bicalho is envisioned to be
the new important avenue of the city, and the new entrance to Rio. As part of this plan, the existing
Rodoviária Novo Rio regional bus terminal will be relocated and the sidewalks lining both sides of the
channel will be widened. Some people are even going so far as to suggest that Av. Francisco Bicalho
could become Rio’s equivalent of New York’s Park Avenue and that Av. Presidente Vargas could become
Rio’s version of the Champs-Élysées, in Paris.
The Porto Maravilha site is divided into multiple sectors of zoned density, ranging from 1.4 to 12 FAR
(Floor Area Ratio, known in Brazil as IAT), and maximum allowable building height, ranging from 2 to 50
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stories. To determine the maximum allowable height and density for each specific area, a number of
factors, including transit access, views and setbacks, were taken into consideration by the city.

Map of Porto Maravilha showing maximum building heights.

The Francisco Bicalho area, at the West end of Porto Maravilha, was zoned for 50-story office buildings
for several reasons. The primary reason is this area’s proximity to the proposed Estação Barão de Mauá,
the terminus of the planned high speed train connecting Rio to São Paulo. In addition, Francisco Bicalho
is one of the widest streets in central Rio. Due to setback restrictions, the allowable height of buildings
is proportional to the width of the street. As such, Francisco Bicalho is the only street in the Porto
Maravilha area that is wide enough to have 50 story buildings on both sides. Lastly, the Francisco
Bicalho area is zoned partially for residential, and since fewer CEPACs are required to build residential
buildings, the city needed to zone 50 story buildings in that area in order to sell an adequate quantity of
CEPACs to finance the planned infrastructure.
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The areas near Praça Mauá and Av. Rio Branco, at the East end of Porto Maravilha were zoned for
buildings up to 30 stories, while areas along the center of the waterfront are capped at 3 stories. The
city did not want to zone tall buildings in the central part of Porto Maravilha, as doing so would block
the view of Corcovado, and the Cristo Redentor Statue from cruise ships arriving in Guanabara Bay. The
“view cone,” as it is called, restricts the construction of tall buildings to either end of the Porto
Maravilha site.
Retail and Entertainment Destinations
The City’s plan envisions Pedra do Sal becoming a popular live music and nightlife destination, just as the
neighborhood of Lapa is today. Currently, Rio has very few quality restaurants on the bay front, with the
possible exception of Porcão, in Flamengo. Included in the vision for Porto Maravilha are extensive
plans for both restaurants and nightlife. Praça Mauá is expected to be a place for tourism, bars and
restaurants. A major challenge for the City of Rio is how to remake this area. Ipanema, in Rio’s South
Zone has a sense of purpose, a sense of place. With its world famous beach, chic upscale restaurants
and live Bossa Nova venues, Ipanema is Brazil’s most popular tourism destination. The City of Rio would
like Porto Maravilha to become a world class destination, similar to Ipanema. However, given the
current condition of the port district, this transformation will require enormous resources and a number
of years to be fully realized.
World Cup and Olympic Games
Finally, the Porto Maravilha revitalization will help prepare Rio to host visitors from around the world
arriving for the FIFA World Cup of Soccer in 2014 and for the Olympic Games in 2016. Interventions
planned in preparation for the 2014 World Cup include construction of new cruise ship terminals in the
port of Rio de Janeiro. Interventions planned for the Olympic Games of 2016 include :





Construction of the Media Village
Construction of the Judges’ Village
Construction of the Non-official Media Center
Construction of Operational Center of Technology (Technology Operations Center - TOC)
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Implementation Process
In 2009, as the first step in the implementation process, the City of Rio de Janeiro formed an entity
known as Companhia de Desenvolvimento Urbano da Região do Porto do Rio de Janeiro, or “CDURP,” to
oversee the implementation of the City’s master plan for Porto Maravilha.
Financing Process
The City of Rio is seeking innovative approaches to the Port Revitalization process. Some even say that
Rio de Janeiro is leading the pack in terms of the city’s creative method of financing this massive urban
intervention effort. One unique decision on the part of the City is the partnership with Caixa Econômica,
the bank that holds the funds for FGTS, the Brazilian social security fund. The City of Rio chose to
partner with Caixa Econômica due to their expertise in large scale and complex financial structuring and
processes. This partnership will ensure better control over the implementation of the City’s master
plan, a smoother and more organized process and maximized returns for investors, in this case the
Brazilian social security fund.
The financial concept of the Porto Maravilha project is as follows. In March, 2011, Caixa Econômica
underwrote and purchased 100% of the CEPACs (explained in more detail in the Chapter Four) from the
City of Rio. Caixa was the sole buyer/underwriter. The CEPACs will be sold by Caixa in a series of overthe-counter auctions beginning at R$ 400 each. There will be a total of 6.4 million CEPACs sold, for a
minimum of R$ 2.6 billion. The City of Rio will use the proceeds from the sale of CEPACs to partially fund
the R$ 8 billion worth of planned infrastructure improvements including street upgrades, lighting,
drainage and the replacement of the elevated Rodrigues Alves Expressway along the waterfront with
the underground tunnel. As the infrastructure is completed, development parcels will be turned over to
the private sector. The City of Rio has tentatively told Caixa Econômica that 5% of the CEPACs are to be
sold in 2011. The remainder of the CEPACs will be sold at various intervals over the next few years.
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The Brazilian social security fund made the decision to invest in Porto Maravilha because of the
potential to realize higher returns. Since half of Brazil’s population is under 30 years of age, FGTS does
not need this money back within a short time frame. They can afford to wait longer. However, in some
cases, rather than Caixa Econômica selling the air rights to private developers outright, the plan is to
convert the equivalent value into equity in the development ventures going forward, in an attempt to
realize greater returns. In the interest of simplicity however, the financial analysis of this thesis will
assume that Caixa Econômica will resell all CEPACs outright as opposed to offering them in-kind in
exchange for an equity stake in real estate development deals. Going forward, Caixa will be involved in
Porto Maravilha on many different levels, as they have the expertise to finance both private developers
and the buyers of residential units.
Infrastructure Consortium
The infrastructure improvement portion of the Porto Maravilha redevelopment effort is structured as a
Public/Private Partnership, referred to in Brazil as a PPP (as in the US). In 2006, the Mayor of Rio issued
a decree asking for companies to study the port area. This decree is similar to an RFP, although in Brazil,
the term “RFP” is typically used when referring to private sector projects. A consortium consisting of
three private engineering and construction companies with specialization in large public works projects,
OAS Construtora, Odebrecht and Carioca Engenharia, was the sole respondent to the decree. This
consortium initially provided feasibility studies to the City of Rio, including financial pro formas.
However, the scope of the consortium’s responsibilities has been expanded to include the engineering
and construction of the massive infrastructure and streetscape improvement program. Of the total R$ 8
billion of estimated infrastructure expenditures, the cost to build the tunnel that will replace the
elevated highway structure along Av. Rodrigues Alves is R$ 1.5 billion alone. Construction of
underground utilities and streetscape improvements is already underway in the area near Praça Mauá.
In 2011, R$ 840 million will be spent on infrastructure in the Porto Maravilha area. This is the first phase
of infrastructure to be completed over the next five years.
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Design Competition
In the Francisco Bicalho area, a Media Village for the 2016 Olympic Games is planned which will include
8,000 dwelling units. The current plan is that residential units will be pre-sold to permanent residents,
used for temporary media housing during the games and then turned over to the buyers. The City of Rio
is in the midst of holding a design competition for the Media Village involving entries from multiple
design teams.
Development Parcels
Private land, which encompasses 25% of total developable land in the Porto Maravilha area, will be
made available for development first. This is because cleaning up the titles on remaining 75% of land
which is held by various city, state and federal entities will likely require an extended period of time.
Another reason that development of public land will take longer is that, in Brazil, it is not possible to
land-bank public land. There are restrictions on publicly owned land such that anyone wanting to buy it
must first have an approved project in order for the government to sell them the land. Unfortunately,
the Praça Mauá area, which is the first area to be released for private development, has very few parcels
of privately owned land.
Since the redevelopment effort was publically announced, the market price of privately owned land in
the Porto Maravilha area has appreciated significantly, in some instances tripling in value. This refers to
the only the residual value of the land itself. Private land owners are not entitled to any proceeds from
the sale of air rights since all land in the Porto Maravilha area has been down-zoned to 1 FAR “as-ofright,” by the City of Rio. Developers wanting to develop buildings with anything exceeding 1 FAR must
purchase air rights (CEPACs), either from Caixa Econômica or through secondary broker dealers, and
then “attach” these CEPACs to specific parcels of land intended for development. This process is
explained in further detail in Chapter Four.
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Chapter Three: The Benefits of Urban Waterfront Revitalizations: Lessons Learned
Throughout the twentieth century, and particularly in the post World War II period (1950s to 1970s),
modernization trends in the shipping industry, especially containerization, accelerated the demise and
deterioration of once thriving center city waterfronts. Port cities, in particular, faced the reality of
abandoned warehouses and rail yards, unattractive physical landscapes and unproductive real estate,
often in prime locations. During the last three decades however, cities such as London, Bilbao and
Buenos Aires, have successfully repurposed these previously derelict waterfronts into new centers of
social and economic activity.
Since the 1980s, a shift in attitude of urban governments from a managerial and custodial approach
toward one of entrepreneurialism has enabled these cities to undertake massive revitalization projects.
In addition to enabling viable real estate developments in previously unusable areas, large-scale urban
interventions, such as modern public transport systems, cultural icons, visually stunning buildings,
quality public spaces, and rehabilitated historic districts, have all been powerful in creating and
promoting an image of sophistication and globalization. In the final decades of the 20th century, Sydney,
Australia’s perception as a world class city, for example, was derived in part from the iconic “post card”
image of the Sydney Opera House framed against the Sydney Harbor Bridge.
Previous studies have identified three key components vital to the success of large-scale urban
waterfront redevelopment projects:

1



Integration of past and present



Integration of contrasting aims and objectives



Integration of communities and localities involved1

Cities and Urban Geography in Latin America, Ortells Chabrera, Vicent with Keeling, David J., et al; Castello de la Plana, Spain; Pu blicacions
de la Universitat Jaume I; 2005, p. 129-131.
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This chapter will examine urban waterfront revitalizations in Buenos Aires, Bilbao, and London, in an
attempt to identify their benefits, drawbacks, and key lessons. These representative case studies were
selected on the basis of several characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Post-industrial urban waterfronts that had been in a state of severe decline for decades
Cities with a deep-rooted sense of history and heritage in and around the port district
Large-scale, multi-faceted urban interventions
Subsequent periods of successful real estate development that would not have been possible
without the urban revitalization efforts
5. Interventions where enough time has passed to effectively evaluate outcomes
These precedent examples were examined for individual insights as well as lessons that were common
to all three cities. Rather than focusing exclusively on anecdotes which support the current
revitalization plans for the Rio de Janeiro waterfront and its potential to spark future development, the
aim of this study was to consider the various aspects of these projects, both positive and negative, that
parallel Porto Maravilha’s existing conditions and future aspirations, as well as those that are likely to
resonate the most within the urban context of Rio and its unique set of challenges and attributes.
Puerto Madero, Buenos Aires
Puerto Madero is a redeveloped area of Buenos Aires’ post-industrial port located within close proximity
to the city’s central business district and adjacent to a large green park along the Río de la Plata. The
area of present day Puerto Madero was originally developed by Eduardo Madero in the 1880s and 1890s
as Buenos Aires’ original cargo port, and consisted of a series of warehouses lining enclosed basins that
were based on English models. The project became quickly outmoded however, as cargo ships became
too large to maneuver into the basins, and most of the commercial shipping activity shifted to Puerto
Nuevo (the new port).1

1

The New Water Waterfront, A Worldwide Urban Success Story; Breen, Ann and Rigby, Dick; New York, NY; McGraw-Hill; 1996, p. 130.
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Between the 1920s and 1980s, a wide swath of Buenos Aires’ river frontage deteriorated significantly.
An area of 170 hectares (420 acres), occupied previously by the Madero port operations became
seriously blighted. In the late 1980s, the problem of addressing the city’s run-down port area, known as
Porto Madero, took center stage in local urban revitalization debates and began to be explored as a
viable project.1 Local urbanists were knowledgeable about contemporary trends in urban waterfront
revitalization, particularly in London and Barcelona. A revitalization operation was proposed, to be
funded largely through the sale of publicly owned land to private developers. The plan was aimed at
minimizing costs to the city or state, while producing funds that could potentially finance other urban
interventions. Only one meeting with Argentina’s president was necessary for him to approve the plan. 2
In November 1989, a presidential decree created the Corporación Antiguo Puerto Madero (Former
Puerto Madero Corporation). This independent development corporation was formed jointly by the city
and national government and was charged with developing an urban master plan to revitalize the 170
hectare site.1
In the early days of Puerto Madero, widespread criticism centered on the project’s feasibility and overall
cost. However, as is often the case in large scale urban interventions, criticism focused on the action,
giving little attention to the effects (or costs) of inaction. But as the project progressed and the
Corporacion expanded its relationships with the planners of large scale redevelopments in other cities
such as Barcelona, the entity’s resolve and goals were reinforced.
Local private developers wanted the city to transfer to them control of the Corporación. They thought
that the government was not capable of leading this type of intervention, or bringing together the
necessary investments. Meanwhile, international investors would not accept the offer to develop only a

1

Cities and Urban Geography in Latin America, Ortells Chabrera, Vicent with Keeling, David J., et al; Castello de la Plana, Spain; Publicacions
de la Universitat Jaume I; 2005, p. 128, 131 – 134.
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Case: Puerto Madero Waterfront, Harvard University Graduate School of Design; Liernur, Jorge with Dominguez Roca, Luis Javier and
Garay, Alfredo M., et al; New York, NY; Prestel Verlag; 2007, p. 51, 76, 80.
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part of the project, much less only a building. In response, the Corporación persevered in its hypothesis
that a government controlled entity could successfully lead the commercialization of abandoned and
dilapidated buildings and the urbanization of underutilized land.
Of the 170 hectares on the redevelopment site:
39 were water
14 were taken up by a highway that crosses the downtown
8 were reserved for access streets
17 were taken up by 16 old warehouse buildings
92 remained as land for urbanization
Of these:
34.5 were to become streets and sidewalks
13 were for green space
6 had buildings to be renovated
38.5 were left for private development
The result of a preliminary study was a matrix that compared the quantity and value of sites within the
port area to the costs of infrastructure, public space improvements and administration. With some
guidance from the City of Barcelona,1 which was in the midst of renovating its own port district, Buenos
Aires embarked on a master plan calling for the construction of three million square meters on the 420
acre site, with a total investment of $1.5 billion US. A public/private partnership was created to
represent the many competing political and economic interests.2
The next steps were to untangle the multiple jurisdictions that controlled property in Puerto Madero
and create a mechanism to finance the redevelopment. Ownership of existing docks, old warehouses
and mills was fragmented among multiple provincial, federal and municipal agencies, as well as several
private corporations with operations in or around the port area. To solve the jurisdictional challenges,
the federal government transferred ownership of the land, existing infrastructure and 16 historic
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Case: Puerto Madero Waterfront, Harvard University Graduate School of Design; Liernur, Jorge with Dominguez Roca, Luis Javier and
Garay, Alfredo M., et al; New York, NY; Prestel Verlag; 2007, p. 51, 76, 80.
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Cities and Urban Geography in Latin America, Ortells Chabrera, Vicent with Keeling, David J., et al; Castello de la Plana, Spain; Publicacions
de la Universitat Jaume I; 2005, p. 132, 134.
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warehouses1 to the Corporación Antiguo Puerto Madero and required that the land and warehouses be
sold to raise capital solely for the redevelopment of Puerto Madero. The strategy of the Corporación
was simple: the proceeds from the sale of warehouses and land would be used for operating funds and
the completion of public improvements. There were no state or city subsidies. Resolution of these
issues marked the first time in the history of Buenos Aires that the federal government and the
municipality had reached an agreement on a joint urban planning policy.2
The City of Buenos Aires conducted a competition to solicit design submissions demonstrating how
Puerto Madero could be rescued from its deteriorated state and reincorporated into the central city. At
the time, there were several initial concerns surrounding the competition itself:
1. Designers might propose buildings on a grand scale without fully understanding the complexity
of the operation.
2. Old fashioned attitudes about program and zoning could prevail.
3. Financial planning might not be adequately considered or the economic fragility of cash flow
properly understood.
4. Above all, the time taken in preparation might drag out beyond the critical political “window” in
which results needed to be delivered.
When the competition ultimately got underway, design submissions were required to adhere to strict
guidelines that included expansion of residential, recreational and cultural uses, the doubling of green
spaces, and an emphasis on integrating the port’s historical heritage into the project. Ninety-six
submissions were received and in 1992, a panel of judges selected three winning teams, with three
representatives from each team responsible for developing the final plan.
A decision was made early on to implement the master plan within existing codes rather than seeking
special rulings on the part of the City Council. This was done in order to avoid inviting modifications.
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The preliminary urban plan for the redevelopment of Puerto Madero included a cluster of residential
towers and office buildings at the edge of the project. An area of docks, wharves and warehouses was
designated as an area of heritage protection. A priority was the conservation of the sixteen historic red
brick warehouses.1
Stretching for 2.5 kilometers along the western side of the docks, these warehouses were designed in
England, shipped to Argentina in sections and assembled between 1900 and 1905. With covered
verandahs and cranes attached to the walls, these buildings were excellent examples of 19th century
industrial architecture and the government considered them to be of significant cultural and historical
value. With a stipulation that the external facades remain intact, the first five of these warehouses were
sold to private developers, generating approximately $20 million US for the Corporación.1 The interiors
of the warehouses were gradually adapted to restaurants, bars, office space and residential apartments.
Especially important for the mixed-use strategy of Puerto Madero, was the conversion of four
warehouses into a new city campus for the Argentine Catholic University.

Renovation work underway on the historic warehouses of Puerto Madero
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In addition to the adaptive reuse of the historic warehouses, publically owned land was sold off in
parcels to private developers. At a time when all payments were made in cash, the schedule of
payments was linked to the completion of adjacent infrastructure such as the repair of existing roads,
sidewalks, esplanades, and bridges that connected various parts of the district. Emphasis was placed on
the development of areas of the project that would be most likely to spark development in surrounding
areas. Deadlines were established for the build-out of parcels to prevent speculative investors from
sitting on empty land.
The original master plan for Puerto Madero included total floor area ratios of new buildable area
totaling over 2.8 million square meters. However, as a result of negotiations with the Sociedad Central
de Arquitectos, green areas were increased and buildable areas markedly reduced. Not surprisingly,
these new proportions reduced land values and increased the financial risk of the overall operation.
Shortly after the first sales of land and warehouses, work began on two new towers to serve as
“gateways,” the Telecom and Malecón office buildings at the northern and southern ends of the project,
respectively. The subsequent influx of new businesses and people to Puerto Madero had immediate
positive impacts on the Catalinas Norte office complex at the north end of the project. New buildings
sprang up and the area began to emerge as a viable commercial office center for Buenos Aires.
By 1997, with work on the western side of Puerto Madero largely completed, attention turned to the
construction of hotels, office buildings, apartment towers, parks, a parish church, new museums,
another cinema complex, and a conference center on the eastern side of the quays, in keeping with
Puerto Madero’s mixed-use strategy.
Other features designed to the enhance Puerto Madero’s aesthetic image and draw visitors include the
relocation of two museum ships and the delivery of quality public spaces. All of the streets and parks
within the redevelopment zone have been renamed after women who have made cultural and
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humanitarian contributions to Argentina. Sculptures have been erected and trees and benches have
been located along the main esplanades and at key intersections.
Central to the success of any new urban development is a sense of identity. In recognition of the
significant metamorphosis of this once abandoned area, the city government incorporated Puerto
Madero on September 9, 1998, as the official 47th barrio of the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires.1
Anchoring the central part of Puerto Madero is the five-star Hilton Hotel and 4,000 square meter
convention center, surrounded by office buildings and apartment complexes.1 To the south, the historic
flour mill at Quay 3 was converted into a series of university research institutes, while the seven story
1902 El Porteño grain mill on Quay 2 was converted into the Faena luxury condo/hotel in a scheme by
French designer Philippe Starck and is now an icon of the city’s arts district.
In March 2011, Puerto Madero’s first shopping center, Madero Harbour, was opened. The $75 million
US center includes 120 retailers and service providers, Puerto Madero’s first supermarket, a gym,
several restaurants and movie theaters. In addition, GNV Group, the project’s developer, has plans for
two office towers, a luxury residential complex, and two 5-star hotels for a combined total value of $300
million US.
Benefits
In terms of the original goals of the government entities, planners, business interests, and institutions
involved in Puerto Madero, the redevelopment effort has largely been regarded as a success.
Jurisdictional conflicts were overcome and the lack of public funding did not impede private investment.
The entire zone has been repurposed and rejuvenated and thousands of people flow through the area
daily. The city has turned its face back towards the Río de la Plata with the creation of functional and
attractive public spaces in areas previously abandoned and deteriorated. Puerto Madero has also
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achieved the objective of integrating the past and present, with the turn-of-the-century warehouses, in
particular, serving as rehabilitated anchors of functional, aesthetic and historical importance for the
district.1
All of the public sites have sold for more than $240 million US. Over $100 million has been invested in
rehabilitated roads, bridges and other public works.2 Of the 2 million square meters expected to be built
in Puerto Madero, 1.2 million total square meters of new development had been built as of 2006,
including 449,000 square meters of office space and 655,000 square meters of residential space. 3 Total
private investment in completed projects in Puerto Madero exceeds two billion dollars.1
Perhaps most importantly, the redevelopment of Puerto Madero has encouraged new public and
private investment well beyond the limits of the project. Toward the north, in the Catalinas district, the
built area of commercial offices doubled. Toward the west, the band between Madero and Paseo Colón
Avenues has experienced considerable development. The central area of the city has also recovered
vitality significantly since the project’s inception. 2
Drawbacks
Despite the overall success of the project, Puerto Madero is still poorly served by public transit, lacking
subway service in particular, and is not well integrated within Buenos Aires’ urban composition.
Pedestrian access to the area remains difficult and dangerous, due to two major boulevards that pass
between Puerto Madero and the city center. As a result, the area feels somewhat “separate,” and
people living and working in Puerto Madero often report feeling disconnected from the rest of the city.
While Puerto Madero has, in recent years, become home to a number of trendy hotels and restaurants,
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a widely held opinion is that the area feels sterile, lacking the authenticity, character and vibrancy of
areas like San Telmo. There is also concern about the quantity of development near the ecological
reserve along the Río de la Plata. Additionally, some critics raise the issue of social exclusion, insisting
that Puerto Madero caters disproportionally to the transnational elite, failing to integrate a significant
proportion of Buenos Aires’ residents.1
Lessons Learned
Puerto Madero confirms the viability of large scale urban interventions in South America. The
renovation and adaptive reuse within Puerto Madero comprise the first operation of such magnitude on
the continent to be developed around a central port element.2 A major factor in the success of Puerto
Madero was the existence of an obsolete port area containing a sizable acreage of available land
adjacent to the central business district of one of South America most important cities. The fact that
there were no permanent residents on the Puerto Madero site undoubtedly contributed to the viability
of the project. As a result, popular opinion did not reflect, as in other large scale redevelopments, the
reaction of local constituents directly affected, but rather, citizens who voiced their opinion with a
certain level of generality. Also critical to the success of the project was the convergence of interests
among federal and city government and the private sector.2 Lastly, although the feelings of
disconnection within the community should not be disregarded, the original goal of creating a financially
successful district has certainly been achieved.
Bilbao, Spain
The Guggenheim Museum is often credited as the catalyst for Bilbao’s remarkable renaissance within
the past two decades. However, the museum was actually the culmination of a much broader effort
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launched years earlier, dedicated to improving infrastructure and basic services, and repositioning the
city from an obsolete industrial powerhouse to a respected center for culture and commerce in Western
Europe. One very important purpose that the Guggenheim and other emblematic cultural icons like the
Palacio Euskalduna did serve was to reinvent the city’s overall image as seen by the rest of the world.
Equally important in Bilbao’s dramatic transformation was a collective shift in attitude, from despair to
optimism.
Metropolitan Bilbao comprises more than twenty municipalities and nearly one million inhabitants, with
a population density of nearly 2,000 people per square kilometer. In this area, almost half of the
population and economic activity of the Basque region is concentrated. The waterfront has played a
prominent role in the growth and development of the city since its founding in the year 1300, with the
Nervión River serving as the commercial and industrial backbone of Bilbao, and the entire Basque
region.1
During the industrial heyday of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the river’s Left Bank held Spain’s
largest iron and steel industries. To put into context Bilbao’s crucial role in the European economy of
the late 19th century, Great Britain, the world’s imperial power at the time, imported two-thirds of its
iron ore from Bilbao. By 1929, although Basques constituted a mere 3% of Spain’s population, the
Basque capital represented 25% of Spanish banking resources, 38% of the investment in shipyards, 40%
of the ownership in engineering and electrical construction firms, and 62% of the capital invested in
steel mills.2
But in the 1960s and 1970s, as with so many other cities affected by the decline of traditional industries,
Bilbao descended into an economic collapse approaching crisis proportions. The city suffered alarming
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rates of unemployment and emigration, as 80,000 jobs were lost and nearly that number of people fled
the metropolitan region.1
By the early 1980s, Bilbao recognized the need to reposition its economy toward things like financial
services and telecommunications. A public/private institution, known as Bilbao Metropoli 30, launched
a revitalization strategy that included:








Investing in human resources
Creating a service oriented metropolis
Improving mobility and accessibility
Environmental and urban regeneration
Making Bilbao the center of culture in the region
Bringing about social improvements for the residents of Bilbao
Coordination of these efforts by involving both government and the private sector2

In the late 1980s, Bilbao’s focus and resources began to center heavily on the physical transformation of
the city itself, and in 1989, the strategic plan for the revitalization of metropolitan Bilbao was initiated.
The idea of social improvement and personal well being was a major priority. Also central to the
revitalization strategy was the goal of fostering a cultural centrality.2 The intention was to make Bilbao a
“Center for Art and Conventions.” This included the redevelopment of deteriorated and inadequate
urban infrastructure, the rehabilitation of the old town and the reinvention of the external image of the
city through emblematic buildings such as the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum.2 In this approach, elements
contributing to the regeneration of the city’s image would theoretically have an effect on surrounding
areas similar to that of urban infrastructure improvements. The University de Duestro, the Guggenheim,
the Palacio Euskalduna and the cultural center are all key elements that now define the cultural status of
the city. There was a widely shared interest in equipping the city with new, high-quality public spaces
which would serve as amenities for local residents and visitors. Also central to the remaking of Bilbao
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was the removal of abandoned industrial facilities strewn along the river banks. The operational port
facilities and shipyards, which had once been located on the Nervión, almost at the heart of the city,
were gradually shifted to the outer port.
Key elements of Bilbao’s reinvention included:




The development of transport infrastructure
The cleaning of the river
Urban development along the waterfront1

The centerpiece of the city’s master plan is the redevelopment of Abandoibarra, a 70 acre site in the
former industrial port and rail station, extending along the Nervión River within a five-minute walk from
downtown Bilbao. This new cultural district is comprised of the Museo de Bella Artes, the University de
Duestro and the Old Town Hall. A public/private initiative called Bilbao Ría 2000, includes an office
tower to house the county government, residential and retail facilities, a new Sheraton hotel, a new
Congress Hall, a sea and river museum and the new Bilbao Guggenheim Museum, designed by Frank
Gehry. Located on the eastern edge of the Abandoibarra site, facing the river on what was previously
one of the most degraded spaces in the city, the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum has focused international
interest on Bilbao and served to reposition the city as a world-class metropolis.1 Other major projects in
the regeneration of the city include the Palacio Euskalduna Conference and Concert hall designed by
Federico Soriano and Dolores Palacios, underground stations for the new metro, designed by Sir
Norman Foster, and a new airport designed Santiago Calatrava.1
The City of Bilbao viewed public transport infrastructure as a critical element in the scheme to revitalize
the deteriorated, post-industrial city center. A coherent strategy combined investment in mass transit,
reduction of car lanes in favor of expanded pedestrian space and bike lanes, and improvements to
plazas and streetscapes. Primary motivations for the city’s focus on mass transit included better access
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to the city center, improved environmental conditions, stimulation of economic and property
development, and symbolic benefits. Between 1995 and 2003, Bilbao initiated three mass transit
projects: a 27-stop 600 million Euro, Metropolitan Railway (Metro Bilbao), the first line of a proposed
city-wide tramway network, inaugurated in late 2002 at a cost of 20 million Euros, and a 280 million
Euro, 5-stop Metro extension that opened in April of 2002. The Metro system of Bilbao was inaugurated
in 1995 as one of the first acts of urban infrastructure in the city, tying the communities of the river
along its length. The distinctive stations, designed by Sir Norman Foster, employ a sleek use of steel,
concrete and glass, reflecting Bilbao’s industrial past, while projecting a sense innovation and optimism
for the future. The Metro system offers an efficient public transport service throughout the
metropolitan region of Bilbao, and was carrying over 77 million passengers per year by 2005.1 The
Metro system was made possible by cooperation between multiple levels of government and a policydriven economic strategy that favored large-scale transportation infrastructure projects as a catalyst for
urban revitalization.
Vehicle and pedestrian flows in central Bilbao have been reorganized thanks to the Avenida de
Abandoibarra, a major avenue that is the backbone of the area and which provides service for the new
public and private uses. The avenue opened to the public in October of 2004 and features a grassy, treelined center median on which a tram now runs.
The city of Bilbao has reclaimed almost 6 kilometers of riverside promenades and leisure space on both
sides of the River Nervión. Parque Doña Casilda includes 30,000 square meters of recreational and
green areas. 282 new trees of 19 different species and more than 700 shrubs were planted in the area.
Bank Park runs along 800 meters of the waterfront, varying in width from 40 to 120 meters, comprising
a total area of 48,000 square meters. The park also features a collection of sculptures called Paseo de la
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Memoria, a kind of “Memory Lane” commemorating Bilbao’s prolific industrial heritage. Of the 348,507
total square meters of land in Abandoibarra, 115,714 square meters will ultimately remain as areas of
greenery.1
Palacio Euskalduna is a huge complex containing a conference center and an auditorium, and is also
home to the symphony orchestra. The building was designed to symbolize a large ship and is located on
the Abandoibarra site, across from the Guggenheim museum. Previously, this area was the location of
one of the main shipyards in Bilbao.
Nearly 1,500 square meters in Abandoibarra has been earmarked for a new residential and office
development that will reflect architectural styles found in Bilbao’s Ensanche district. The new 25,000
square meter Zubiarte shopping centre was opened in November of 2004, helping to integrate
Abandoibarra with day-to-day life in the city. The Zubiarte Centre was designed by Robert A. M. Stern
and is also reminiscent of the architectural heritage of Bilbao’s Ensanche district. The Sheraton Hotel
was designed by the Mexican architects Ricardo and Victor Legorreta, has 215 guest rooms, and was
opened in July of 2004. The availability of world class hotel facilities underscores the viability of
Abandoibarra as a business center in the new Bilbao.
One of the most emblematic buildings of all the new structures planned for Abandoibarra will be an
office tower designed by César Pelli, an urban milestone and the finishing touch to the area now flanked
by the Guggenheim Museum and the Euskalduna Conference and Concert Center. The tower has a
triangular floor plan which tapers upwards, a total are of 50,000 square meters and a height of 165
meters. There will also be two new residential/commercial buildings covering 20,000 square meters on
each side.1
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The 5,000 square meter Ilgner Building is part of the adaptive reuse of a site formerly used by Altos
Hornos de Vizcaya steel works. The building was completely restored in a concept by architect José Luis
Burgos, who took particular care to respect the historic structure as a monument to the city’s industrial
heritage. It is now the headquarters of the CEDEMI, a public business development initiative for the
River Nervión’s left bank.1
Additional components in Bilbao’s redevelopment efforts include green and leisure space, new cultural
and educational facilities, technology and science parks, commercial and government offices, support
services, and housing,1 often placing new uses in old industrial buildings.
Benefits
The remaking of the Nervión Riverfront in both Bilbao and in the neighboring cities is a huge urban
revitalization effort that will take 25 years to be fully realized. 2 However, due to the success of its
regeneration efforts to date, Bilbao is now the banking capital of Spain and a major center of
technological innovation for Europe. The Zamudio Technological Park, located in the northeast of the
city houses over 200 start-up companies in biotechnology, telecommunications, software and robotics. 2
In the four years from the outset of the revitalization to the sale of the first lots for residential use, land
prices in Abandoibarra more than doubled. Real estate price increases have been seen throughout the
city, but tend to be proportionately higher in the neighborhoods adjacent to Abandoibarra.
The historic center of Bilbao has also undergone a dramatic transformation. Many traditional buildings,
such as the Arriaga Theatre, the old railway station and the covered market have undergone extensive
rehabilitation.2 The spillover effect from the interest generated by the Guggenheim has had a very
positive impact, and the historic heart of Bilbao is discovering a new role as a complimentary attraction
to the museum.
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Improved regional accessibility provided by the Metro has catalyzed urban redevelopment. As with the
Guggenheim, the Metro became a “symbol of Bilbao’s evolving image” and a “tangible expression of
optimism,” portraying an image of urban mobility and inclusiveness, while attracting international
attention to the city.
Historically, Bilbao had always “had its back to the river.” However, in its new condition, the Nervión
River is a major feature of the city and repositions Bilbao’s overall image. The recovery of the river
banks, enabled by the removal of obsolete structures and railways, has opened up new public green
spaces and linear parks, as well as bridges spanning the river. Additionally, a significant portion of new,
technologically advanced facilities and services that will play a vital role in leading the Basque economy
in the 21st century will be located next to the Nervión River.1
Lessons Learned
Bilbao’s remarkable transformation over the last two decades demonstrates the viability of creating
quality cultural destinations and thriving commercial districts in ravaged inner-city areas that have long
been given up for lost. Director General Pablo Otaola, relates how, at the outset of the Bilbao
waterfront redevelopment, the case of Puerto Madero was considered, with the belief that if an
intervention of such magnitude was possible in Buenos Aires, the operation being planned for Bilbao
would be achievable.
The success of Bilbao’s urban revitalization is largely attributable to the awareness of the need for
improvement and the interest in generating a new external image to attract development. A number of
additional contributing factors include:




1

Political will and cooperation
Participation of both businesses and local citizens, including public/private partnerships
Successful pilot projects1
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The importance of successful initial projects cannot be overstated. These include the repurposing of old
industrial sites, the recovery of the city’s historical center, the Concert Hall/ Convention Center and the
Guggenheim Museum.1 Bilbao’s Metro system has contributed to the cohesion of various population
centers within the metropolitan area by “enhancing the societal equity of mobility,” as only public
transit can. Bilbao saw its waterfront as a tremendous untapped asset and set out to create quality
public space along the edges of the river that included parks and enhanced pedestrian access to bridges.
Another key element in Bilbao’s success is the understanding that the potential of the city can only be
fully realized through the concerted efforts of public and private sectors.1
Perhaps most important however, is the dramatic change in attitude. With the success of the various
elements described above, the feelings of failure and pessimism brought on by prolonged economic
crisis have given way to a collective optimism in Bilbao, and in the Basque region as a whole. Currently,
local government, the private sector and civil society are all confident in Bilbao’s position as a leading
city for culture and innovation1 in the post-industrial age.
London Docklands
For nearly 2,000 years, London owed its commercial pre-eminence to the Thames, which allowed a
major port to develop some forty miles inland. Intensive waterfront development had left an unusually
rich heritage, although most of what remained by the 1980s represented only the last two centuries.
Some of London’s oldest remaining port structures included the West India Docks (1799-1806), the
London Docks (1800-1805), the East India Docks (1803-1806), and St. Katherine’s Dock (1825-1828). The
advent of railways and steamships toward the end of the 19th century brought about larger scale docks
located further from the city center. Severe damage from World War II and extensive demolition in the
post-war period left a scattered pattern of historical structures.2 Most of the earlier historic docks had
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closed by the 1960s with the last ones closing in 1981. By this time, the Docklands area had London’s
highest percentage of residents with incomes supplemented by social support.1
The London Docklands Development Corporation (LDDC) was established in 1980, following national
legislation that enabled the transfer of land from public entities, such as the Port Authority. The LDDC
was charged with the regeneration of eight square miles of former docks. From the beginning, the
British government sought to ensure that the private sector would play a leading role in shaping and
delivering the program. The task was seen as too expensive for the public sector alone1 and required
not only active investment, but also the development expertise of the private sector.
The Docklands was not a homogeneous area with a single type of development. Conservation policies
had to be established for an area encompassing an enormous diversity of building types and periods.
One of the goals of the Docklands Corporation was the adaptive reuse of obsolete industrial buildings,
particularly those of historical significance. Of the 19th century industrial structures that did remain,
many were in poor condition and in need of repair.1 Extensive restoration and reconstruction of docks,
waterways and canals utilized remaining features such as locks and quays and provided a substantial link
with the Docklands’ heritage. In addition to the historic industrial buildings, there were also a number
of historic churches dating from the 17th and 18th centuries. Restoration of churches and other historic
buildings in the Docklands drew criticism as local organizations insisted that the money should have
gone toward new social facilities rather than old buildings. Gradually however, the growing critical mass
of cleaned and refurbished structures acted as catalyst for the regeneration of the entire area. In some
of the older areas, the narrow winding streets represented a pattern of development that was medieval
in origin. Although new developments took place in these areas, the decision was wisely made to retain
the original geometry of the streets.
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A centerpiece of the London Docklands is the Butler’s Wharf site, acquired in 1984 for less than five
million pounds. The area contained an assortment of structures of which seventeen were listed as
historic landmarks, as well as numerous buildings of poor quality which were demolished to make way
for new development. The proceeds from these new developments were partially used to fund the
restoration and adaptive reuse of the historic structures. About ten years after the first buildings were
restored, the area began to develop its own sense of place. The mix of new and old resulted in an area
that has overwhelmingly retained its historic character while becoming a lively neighborhood known for
its restaurants and creative industries.1
The London Docklands Development Corporation did not have an overall master plan but rather a series
of local plans. It was asserted at the time that private “entrepreneurs” knew better than public sector
planners as to where and how to invest limited funds.1 For the most part, the local plans were
successful in achieving rapid and extensive development. A major component that emerged in the
Docklands rehabilitation was the Canary Wharf development, the largest of its kind in Europe. By 2004,
Canary Wharf had over 14 million square feet of space either completed or under construction.
Although the project was widely regarded as a disaster in 1992, with the bankruptcy of Olympia and
York, Canary Wharf’s developer and the world’s largest developer at the time, improving economic
conditions in the late 1990s enabled the project to eventually become the central business district for
the Docklands and London’s third largest commercial office node.2

Lessons Learned
The London Docklands project demonstrated that redevelopment of post-industrial urban waterfront
areas was economically viable on a very large scale. Historical preservation was instrumental in
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establishing a new image of the area.1 Prior to the Docklands redevelopment, there were no previous
interventions of such magnitude comprised of successful preservation of nineteenth century industrial
structures.
Unfortunately, major investment in public infrastructure in the Docklands came late, with the new
Jubilee Line extension of the London Underground opening nearly twenty years after the project was
started and just as the LDDC was winding down. This event undoubtedly delayed the success of the
Docklands.1
The initial failure of Canary Wharf in 1992 occurred as a result of six factors:







A recession in the London property market
Competition from the City of London
Poor transportation links
Few British tenants
Complicated finances
Developer overconfidence

However, with the improvement of many of these conditions in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the
project was successfully turned around by assembling a syndicate of investors, leasing up the vacant
commercial space and building out the remaining development parcels.2
Lastly, the constraints of developing historic industrial buildings, such as Butler’s Wharf, initially repelled
many developers. However, once technical problems were solved, these projects served as catalysts for
further redevelopment in the area. The London Docklands case demonstrates that the reuse of historical
industrial buildings should be a central component of any urban port area revitalization that contains
these unique assets.
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Chapter Four: CEPACs as an Instrument for Financing and Value Capture in
Urban Interventions
CEPACs Explained
In developing countries, the revenue base of local governments is often insufficient to cover significant
debt instruments such as municipal bonds. Land-based financing presents a viable alternative since land
values are highly sensitive to public infrastructure investment and local economic growth. Public works
projects, such as road upgrades or mass transit lines, produce benefits that are immediately capitalized
into nearby land values. In developing countries, land-based financing is quickly becoming an important
source of urban infrastructure financing by tapping into enhanced property values.
Some large scale urban interventions, such as Puerto Madero in Buenos Aires, have been financed by
municipalities primarily through the sale of publicly owned land to private developers. Subsequent
increases in private property value, following the completion of adjacent infrastructure works and other
improvements in the public realm, are then recaptured over time by these municipalities through
property taxes or fees.
Certificados de Potencial Adicional de Construção, or Certificates for Potential Additional Construction,
hereafter referred to as “CEPACs,” are an unique instrument for obtaining private sector financing for
urban interventions, through the sale of development air rights in areas that will benefit from large scale
infrastructure upgrades. CEPACs enable financing to be obtained up front and prior to the
implementation of said upgrades. CEPACs also present an opportunity for local governments to capture
a greater share of the upside capitalized into private property value appreciation as a result of adjacent
public improvements than with conventional property taxes or impact fees.
CEPACs are actually publicly traded securities, issued by municipalities and listed on the BOVESPA (the
São Paulo Stock Exchange). CEPACs must be purchased by private real estate developers wishing to
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obtain development air rights within designated urban intervention districts. Each CEPAC equates to a
defined quantity of floor area of development air rights. The exact quantity of floor area assigned to
one CEPAC varies by building use and by location. CEPACs were first used in São Paulo in 2004. The
emergence of sophisticated public financing instruments like CEPACs signals Brazil’s arrival as a
developed economy, at least by some measures.
Urban Operations
Each issuance of CEPACs by a municipality pertains specifically to a defined public intervention district,
referred to in Brazil as Operações Urbanas, or “Urban Operations”. The Prospectus for the 2011
issuance of CEPACs for the Porto Maravilha redevelopment district defines an Urban Operation as:
“A set of interventions and measures undertaken by a city with the goal of bringing about urban
structure transformation and social improvements within a designated area of the city.”
The collaborators include civic leaders, private users and permanent residents. Through legislation, the
city defines a perimeter, inside of which a specific program of interventions will be implemented. These
interventions are aimed at improving the quality of life of the area, solving social problems, increasing
property values, improving the reach and efficiency of local transport and benefitting the environment.
Two previous “Urban Operations” are Faria Lima and Água Espraiada, both in São Paulo. The Octávio
Frias de Oliveira Bridge, completed in 2008, is a noteworthy example of large scale urban infrastructure
financed through the sale of CEPACs. The Oliveira Bridge spans the Pinheiros River adjacent to one of
São Paulo’s most presigious commercial office districts, and was a major component of the Água
Espraiada Urban Operation. The Urban Operation for Porto Maravilha, known as Operação Urbana
Consorciada da Região do Porto do Rio de Janeiro or “OUCPRJ,” (the Urban Operation for the Port
Region of Rio de Janeiro), is the first ever “urban operation” type intervention undertaken by the City of
Rio de Janeiro.
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CEPACs in Rio de Janeiro
In Rio de Janeiro, as in previous urban interventions, CEPACs must be purchased from the over-thecounter markets “auction style” by developers planning to build any project within the designated limits
of the pertinent Urban Operation that will have a floor area ratio (FAR) exceeding 1.0. The amount of
CEPACs which must be purchased depends on the total floor area of the project in excess of 1.0 FAR.
The CEPACs must then be “attached” to the specific parcel where the new development will take place.
The quantity of air rights allotted to each CEPAC is assigned according to sector or “equivalency band”
within the area of urban operation. For Porto Maravilha, this ratio is listed for both residential and nonresidential use, according to sector, on the following equivalency table.

Source: Rio de Janeiro,Prospectus for Certificados de Potencial Adicional de Construção, 2010.

For example, each CEPAC in sector A1 equates to four tenths of a square meter of air rights (for
commercial use). Also within each sector, a finite amount of CEPACs are available for purchase. This
figure corresponds exactly to the total amount of air rights that exist for each area, according to City of
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Rio’s zoning legislation and is determined by multiplying the total area of developable land within a
given sector by the zoned floor area ratio (FAR) for that sector. The following table shows the allowable
areas of potential air rights, according to City of Rio zoning legislation, and the total quantity of CEPACs
available for each sector.

Source: Rio de Janeiro,Prospectus for Certificados de Potencial Adicional de Construção, 2010.

A total of 6,436,722 CEPACs exist for potential purchase and use within Porto Maravilha. The following
two maps show the location of each sector or “equivalency band” in the Porto Maravilha redevelopment
district and the zoned “IAT” or Índices de aproveitamento máximos (maximum FAR, or Floor Area Ratio)
for each sector.
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Source: Rio de Janeiro Complimentary Law #101, Urban Operation for the Port Region, 2009.

Source: Rio de Janeiro Complimentary Law #101, Urban Operation for the Port Region, 2009
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The areas depicted in green, listed on the very bottom of legend as “Praça,” represent areas designated
for public open space. Note that, on the table of total CEPAC quantities, the areas with the highest
concentration of available CEPACs, and therefore the highest density (as shown on the IAT map above),
are at the west end of Porto Maravilha, on both sides of Av. Francisco Bicalho and along the north side
of Av. Presidente Vargas. Note that Sector M, on the west side of Av. Francisco Bicalho (shown in sky
blue), has the largest quantity of zoned air rights, at over 1.1 million total square meters of potential
additional development. As discussed in Chapter One, the city’s goal of encouraging higher density at
the west end of Porto Maravilha has been criticized by the private development community as it will
effectively create a new “node” of urban development in an area that is relatively remote from Rio’s
existing central business district (see map above).
Advantages of CEPACs
CEPACs offer several advantages over traditional public financing vehicles:


CEPACs enable municipalities to obtain private sector funding for large urban redevelopments
without having to put additional strain on public finances.



CEPACs generate revenue upfront, before urban interventions are undertaken, reducing the
dependence on municipal debt and the fiscal risks that go with it. This is especially pertinent in
Brazil, where it is difficult for municipalities to obtain long-term debt to finance large, expensive
infrastructure projects.



Often the revenues generated upfront are very large compared to municipalities’ investment
budgets and other available sources of public finance such as borrowing.



CEPACs are a relatively liquid type of asset. Funding urban operations using CEPACs increases
the efficiency of urban land markets.
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As traded securities listed on the BOVESPA (São Paulo Stock Exchange), CEPACs provide a high
level of transparency, and allow municipalities to raise capital for large projects through public
auction, at prices determined by the markets. Following the initial issuance of CEPACs for Porto
Maravilha, the exact number of CEPACs, already issued and remaining to be issued, will be
posted and continuously updated on the investors’ page of the Porto Maravilha website.



CEPACs also give municipalities the ability to sell higher densities of air rights in certain places.
This can accelerate private development, either at key nodes where the city would like to
encourage growth (such as in the Francisco Bicalho area), or in areas of underutilized land with
inherent hindrances to development, which is the case with the entire Porto Maravilha district.



Finally, CEPACs are a way for municipalities to capture a greater share of the upside in private
land value appreciation resulting from urban interventions than would otherwise be possible
through property taxes or impact fees.
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The $200 million Oliveira Bridge, spanning São Paulo’s Pinheiros River (part of the Água Espraiada Urban Operation), is a noteworthy example
of large scale infrastructure financed through the sale of CEPACs.
Photo source: http://eyesonbrazil.com/2009/05/06/octavio-frias-de-oliveira-bridge-sp/
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Chapter Five: Quantitative Analysis
Net Present Value Method
A major concern in Rio’s private development community is whether the City of Rio de Janeiro has been
overly bullish in valuing the CEPACs (Certificates for Potential Additional Construction). Based on the
city’s initial offering price of R$ 400, are development projects in the Porto Maravilha district
economically viable? How much would developers be able to pay to acquire land and still achieve
required returns? As Porto Maravilha is a new area for commercial development, it is difficult to
underwrite development parcels since the price that can be paid for land is highly sensitive to variance
in the price that must be paid for CEPACs. In order to evaluate the city’s initial offering price of R$ 400,
this study used a fairly straight forward “back-of-envelope” feasibility analysis of potential commercial
office projects. A sensitivity analysis was also done to calculate residual land prices on a Net Present
Value (NPV) basis, assuming various levels of CEPAC pricing.
Sample Selection
For simplicity, two sectors were selected for the analysis out of the sixteen total sectors that comprise
the Porto Marvilha district. Sector A03, in the neighborhood of Saúde, was selected due to its proximity
to Praça Mauá, at the east end of the Porto Maravilha redevelopment. This neighborhood is adjacent
to the proposed “Museum of Tomorrow” to be designed by Santiago Calatrava, located on Pier Mauá.
The museum is regarded as a high profile centerpiece of Porto Maravilha. Sector A03 is also viewed as a
highly desirable location for future development due to its relatively close proximity to Rio’s established
downtown business district surrounding Avenida Rio Branco.
Sector M02 was also selected for the analysis. Although Sector M02, located along Avenida Francisco
Bicalho, is currently viewed by some developers as less desirable for near-term commercial
development than Praça Mauá , this area has been zoned by the city of Rio as a “node” for high density
development. Sector M02 has been zoned to permit buildings as tall as 50 stories, as-of-right, and is
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Map of Porto Maravilha showing locations of sample development parcels in Sectors A03 and M02

adjacent to the terminus of the planned 518 kilometer Trem de Alta Velocidade (TAV) bullet train
connecting Rio de Janeiro to São Paulo, with service expected to begin in approximately 2016. Both
sectors A03 and M02 are zoned for a mix of uses, including commercial use. These areas are
representative of two distinctly different scenarios of likely commercial office performance within Porto
Maravilha, in terms of price range and marketability. Sectors A03 and M02 are also thought to be
among the first areas of Porto Maravilha to be developed.
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Back-of-envelope Analysis
The basic assumptions for the analysis of Sector A03 are as follows:

Based on these assumptions, a “back-of-envelope” proforma was created. The values above in blue font
represent reasonable assumptions or direct inputs supported by market data, such as the figure of R$
125 per M2 for commercial office rent, which was based on monthly rates for Class AA office for central
Rio de Janeiro, as reported in Jones Lang LaSalle’s 2010 Year End Review (see appendices). The numbers
in black font are derived as follows:
Square meters of land area x FAR or 2,750 M2 x 8 = 22,000 square meters of net leasable area (NLA).
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Square meters of NLA x construction cost per M2 or 22,000 M2 x R$ 3,000 plus 8% construction tax plus
R$ 5,000,000 flat fee for design = R$ 76,280,000 total cost of design and construction, including soft
costs.
It is worth noting that this analysis assumed that development would be funded entirely with equity, as it
is unusual for debt to be obtained for commercial real estate projects in Brazil.
Because debt for construction loans on commercial projects is typically cost prohibitive in Brazil, there
are three main strategies used for financing and exit for commercial development:
1

Strata Title – The developer pre-sells a building to many owners, each of whom buy a floor, or a
portion of a floor. The developer collects periodic pre-payments from each owner and uses the
cash flow to fund construction. This method is not advisable as it deters credit grade tenants.

2

Pre-lease / Pre-sale – The developer funds the construction entirely with equity. The developer
negotiates pre-lease agreements with credit tenants and then sells the development before
construction is complete. Due to the risk of tenants backing out, the developer is generally
forced to sell the property at a significant discount.

3

Conventional Build, Lease and Sell Method – The developer funds the construction entirely
with equity, completes and leases up the building. Once the building is fully leased, the
developer can either sell the building or hold it and collect rent for a given period of time.

The analysis conducted in this study assumed the third approach.
The result of the back-of-envelope analysis for Sector A03 was a total Net Present Value (NPV) of
approximately R$ 118 million. This value represents the maximum combined cost of land and air rights
that could be supported by the assumptions detailed above for a commercial office development, with
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the developer realizing a rate of return of 24%. Although this may seem like an unusually high rate of
return, it is important to keep in mind that the risk-free rate of return in Brazil is currently around 11%.
The total Net Present Value of R$ 118 million equates to approximately R$ 43,000 per square meter for
a 2,750 M2 parcel in the Praça Mauá vicinity. At the time of this study, it is not unusual to hear of
developers in Rio paying $30,000 per square meter to acquire prime commercial development parcels in
Rio de Janeiro, inclusive of air rights and zoned for high-rise office “as-of-right.” The Net Present Value
per M2 of R$ 43,000 calculated above would be more than adequate to support an acquisition of this
nature. However, since the City of Rio has down-zoned the entire Porto Maravilha district to 1 FAR,
developers must purchase the appropriate amount of CEPACs and “attach” them to the parcel of land in
order to build out the maximum allowable FAR. In Sector A03, this is 7x the area of the parcel.
Based on the total Net Present Value of R$ 118 million calculated above, the City of Rio’s minimum
initial offering price per CEPAC of R$ 400, and a maximum FAR of 8 (or 1 FAR as-of-right plus 7
additional), the maximum price that could be paid to acquire a 2,750 M2 parcel of land near Praça Mauá
was calculated as follows:
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The result of this calculation is a total residual land price of R$ 98,775,317 in Net Present Value terms,
or R$ 35,918 per M2 for a 2,750 M2 parcel of land in sector A03.
Development properties in sector A03 will likely be highly sought after, due to their proximity to Rio’s
established downtown business district surrounding Avenida Rio Branco, as well as the quality public
spaces along the waterfront, the newly renovated Praça Mauá, the Pinacoteca Art Museum and the
Santiago Calatrava designed “Museum of Tomorrow” on Pier Mauá. But what about development
parcels in areas currently regarded as less desirable locations?
In order to explore the economic viability of development in less prominent areas of Porto Maravilha, a
“back-of-envelope” analysis was conducted for Sector M02 using the same method as that for Sector
A03 detailed above. The assumptions for Sector M02 are as follows:
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The method for analyzing Sector M02 was the same as for Sector A03 and used nearly identical
assumptions and inputs, with the following exceptions:


Sector M02 is zoned for 10 FAR as opposed to 8 FAR for Sector A03, requiring a slightly smaller
lot to achieve the same NLA.



Sector M02 is further away from downtown Rio. Since the Francisco Bicalho area is not an
existing commercial office district, and currently contains mostly rail yards and dilapidated
warehouses, there were no direct rental comparables available. Instead, a monthly commercial
office rent of R$ 90 per M2 per month was assumed. This is a reasonable rate for class A office
in the suburban enclave of Barra da Tijuca, some nineteen miles southwest of Downtown Rio, as
reported in Jones Lang LaSalle’s 2010 Year End Review (see appendices). Although Barra da
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Tijuca is an established, though remote, office district, the figure of R$ 90 per M2 per month is a
reasonable assumption since Francisco Bicalho is an unproven yet very well located area, due to
its proximity to subways and other transportation infrastructure, as well as its relative proximity
to Downtown Rio (2 miles versus 19 miles for Barra da Tijuca).


Absorption was assumed to be slower (22,000 M2 per month vs. 44,000 M2 per month for Praça
Mauá) due to the less desirable location.



A hold period of four and a half years was used for Sector M02 as opposed to four years and
three months for Sector A03, with the aim of maximizing returns in each sector.



For the Francisco Bicalho area, the exit cap rate and discount rate were assumed to be less
favorable at 11% and 27% respectively versus 9.5% and 24% for Praça Mauá) due to the less
desirable location.

The result of the back-of-envelope analysis for Sector M02 was a total Net Present Value (NPV) of
approximately R$ 43.6 million. This value represents the maximum combined cost of land and air rights
that could be supported by the assumptions detailed above for a commercial office development, with
the developer realizing a risk-adjusted rate of return of 27%.
The total Net Present Value of R$ 43.6 million equates to approximately R$ 19,800 per square meter
that could be supported for a 2,200 M2 parcel in the Praça Mauá vicinity.
Based on the total Net Present Value of R$ 43.6 million calculated above, the City of Rio’s minimum
initial offering price per CEPAC of R$ 400, and a maximum FAR of 10 (or 1 FAR as-of-right plus 9
additional), the maximum price that could be paid to acquire a 2,750 M2 parcel of land on Av. Francisco
Bicalho was calculated as follows:
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The result of this calculation is a total residual land price of R$ 23,812,176 in Net Present Value terms, or
R$ 10,824 per M2 for a 2,200 M2 parcel of land in sector M03.
Faria Lima Historical Test
Forecasting rental rate growth requires making educated assumptions for factors with a great deal of
uncertainty, such as absorption, competition and market trends. This is particularly the case in the
highly sensitive and volatile real estate market of Rio de Janeiro. For this reason, it is helpful to look
toward historical performance to gain additional perspective and insights as to the valuation of CEPACs
and developable land in Porto Maravilha.
Since Porto Maravilha is the first urban intervention in Rio de Janeiro to be financed using CEPACs, the
Faria Lima Urban Operation in São Paulo presents a very reasonable precedent for historical analysis of
the Rio CEPACs. Besides using the identical financing instrument, this issuance of CEPACs by the City of
São Paulo in December 2004 provides the advantage of available historical data on subsequent trends in
real estate values in the area of the Faria Lima Urban Operation. Using the same format employed
above for Sectors A03 and M02 in the Porto Maravilha district of Rio de Janeiro, a nearly identical test
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was conducted to evaluate the price per CEPAC that could have been supported in December 2004
relative to the City of São Paulo’s issuance price of R$ 1,100. Assumptions for this analysis were based
on historical data for commercial office rents in the Faria Lima area as reported by Jones Lang LaSalle, as
well as construction costs, design fees and other numeric data for an actual commercial office project
developed in the Faria Lima area. In the Faria Lima case, the actual price paid to acquire the land was
known. The key assumptions for the Faria Lima analysis are as follows:

Based on these assumptions, another back-of-envelope analysis was created in the same method as for
the two sectors of Porto Maravilha. This time however, in lieu of solving for a Net Present Value, cash
flows were discounted back to December 2004, when the first Faria Lima CEPACs were issued.
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The result of the Faria Lima historical analysis was a price of R$ 2,275 for one CEPAC in December 2004,
more than double the City of São Paulo’s minimum initial offering price that same month of R$ 1,100.
This result lends support to the assertion that projects requiring developers to purchase CEPACs can be
economically viable, especially over the long term.
Comparison of Precedent Studies
In January 2010, a study was conducted by David M. Vetter, Ph.D. and Marcia Vetter, both of
Consultoria Econômica Ltda. of Petrópolis, Rio de Janeiro State, with research supported by the Lincoln
Institute for Land Policy, in Cambridge, MA. The report was entitled:
“An Analysis of Land-Based Strategies for Financing Urban Development in Brazil:
Revitalization of Rio de Janeiro’s Central Area and Beyond.”
On page 78 of this study, values of CEPAC’s in the Saúde neighborhood were concluded to be between
R$ 181, minimum, and R$ 779, maximum. Values of CEPAC’s at the southern end of Av. President
Vargas, an area not far from Avenida Francisco Bicalho and Sector M02, were concluded to be between
R$ 268, minimum, and R$ 764, maximum. The major difference is that the Vetter study derived CEPAC
prices based on the development of multi-family affordable housing projects, as opposed to Class A
commercial office developments.
In November 2010, a feasibility study was conducted by the civil engineering team of Celso de Sampaio
Amaral Neto and João Freire D’Avila Neto Engenharia. In this study, the value of CEPACs for Porto
Maravilha was found to be R$ 581. In addition to the Vetter Report of January 2010, and the Amaral
D’Avila Engenharia Feasibility Study of November 2010, at least one other CEPAC valuation study has
been conducted. It was commissioned by the City of Rio de Janeiro and conducted by Carioca
Engenharia. However the results of that study are confidential and not available to the public.
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The table below compares the City of Rio’s initial offering for the Porto Maravilha CEPACs of R$ 400 to
the four other sources and scenarios detailed as follows:





2004 Faria Lima issuance price
2004 Faria Lima historical test
Vetter Report
Amaral D’Avila Feasibility Study

The table also compares the cost of air rights per square meter for each scenario. For further simplicity
and consistency of comparison, the table shows the corresponding monthly rent in each area and year,
as well as the ratio of air rights costs to monthly rents on a per-square-meter basis. For the Vetter
Report, an average of the minimum and maximum CEPAC values in the Saúde neighborhood was used.

Evaluation
Based on the tables above, the prices of CEPACs from the various sources and scenarios, in ascending
order, are as follows:
City of Rio issuance price:
Vetter Report (Saúde):
Amaral D’Avila Feasibility Study:
2004 Faria Lima issuance price:
2004 Faria Lima historical test:

R$ 400
R$ 480
R$ 581
R$ 1,100
R$ 2,275
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As pointed out earlier, CEPACs in different locations are assigned different equivalency ratios and
represent different amounts of FAR. In order to provide more consistency of comparison, the costs of
air rights per square meter from the various sources and scenarios have also been calculated as follows:
2004 Faria Lima issuance price:
City of Rio issuance price:
Vetter Report (Saúde):
Amaral D’Avila Feasibility Study
2004 Faria Lima historical test:

R$ 733
R$ 1,000
R$ 1,200
R$ 1,453
R$ 1,516

When issuance prices set by the Cities of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo are excluded, the median cost per
square meter of air rights is found to be R$ 1,453 (the same as in the Amaral D’Avila Feasibility Study),
while the average cost is found to be R$ 1,390. For Porto Maravilha, where both Sector A03 and M02
have an equivalence ratio of 0.4, this equates to a median CEPAC price of R$ 581 (the same as in the
Amaral D’Avila Feasibility Study), and an average CEPAC price of R$ 556. This lends support to the
economic viability of the initial offering price of R$ 400 per CEPAC as set by the City of Rio de Janeiro.
One further step in the analysis would be to consider the ratios of air rights costs relative to underlying
monthly commercial office rents for the different areas, years and scenarios, as follows:
City of Rio issuance price:
2004 Faria Lima issuance price:
Vetter Report (Saúde):
Amaral D’Avila Feasibility Study:
2004 Faria Lima historical test:

8.0
8.6
9.6
11.6
17.8

It is interesting to observe that the two most conservative figures for the ratio of air rights costs to
underlying rents are those corresponding to the CEPAC issuance prices set by the Cities of Rio de Janeiro
and São Paulo. The figures corresponding to the two previous independent studies are somewhat more
favorable, while the figure based on the historical performance of a real project in the Faria Lima area is
the most favorable.
Based on these findings, it can be concluded that the price of R$ 400 set by the city of Rio de Janeiro is
not unreasonable for the initial offering of CEPACs for Porto Maravilha.
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Sensitivity Analysis
Finally, given the uncertainty associated with underwriting commercial development parcels in the
unproven areas of Porto Maravilha, it is helpful to understand the land acquisition prices that can be
supported based on various levels of pricing for CEPACs. This is especially pertinent considering that
following the initial auction, CEPACs will be traded freely on the over-the-counter markets and may
command a price significantly higher than the original offering price.
To explore this scenario further, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the residual values
for parcels in the Praça Mauá and Francisco Bicalho areas. Several previously suggested CEPAC values
were evaluated as well as some benchmark multiples of the City of Rio’s initial offering price (1.25x, 2x,
3x, etc.) In addition to Saúde, the Vetter study calculated values for CEPAC’s at the southern end of
Avenida President Vargas, an area not far from Av. Francisco Bicalho and Sector M02. The average of
the minimum (R$ 268) and maximum (R$ 764) values for Av. Vargas was used in this situation to
represent the Francisco Bicalho value as derived in the Vetter Study (R$ 511). The findings of this
sensitivity analysis are as follows:
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In the event that a developer would have to pay R$ 800 per CEPAC on the over-the-counter market (or
twice the price set by the City of Rio) to obtain air rights for a project in the Praça Mauá area, land could
be purchased for as much as R$ 28,918 per square meter with the developer still able to realize
respectable returns. However, a doubling of CEPAC prices would have a much more detrimental impact
on the feasibility of projects in the Francisco Bicalho area.
Additional Comments and Observations
It is worth noting that, according to the Vetter Report, the minimum initial offering price for CEPACs in
Faria Lima was raised from R$ 1,100 in the first auction (2004) to R$ 1,300 in the second auction (2008).
Furthermore, at the time of the second auction in March 2008, CEPACs were trading at an 18.3%
premium over the minimum value set by the City of São Paulo of R$ 1,300. This resulted in a total
increase in CEPAC sales proceeds of R$ 20 million, due to the premium increment alone.
One area that is more difficult to forecast is the appetite for CEPACs on the part of the private
development community in Rio. While the second auction of CEPACs in Faria Lima raised a total of
R$129 million for the City of São Paulo, the Porto Maravilha CEPAC endeavor, at R$ 400 each, represents
a total value of over R$ 2.6 billion reais. To thoroughly evaluate the rate at which these CEPACs will be
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purchased on the over-the-counter markets by developers, speculators and investors would require a
sophisticated economic analysis that is beyond the scope of this study.
For now however, the swiftness with which CEPACS are purchased on the over-the-counter markets will
not be a hindrance to Rio’s progress in undertaking infrastructure works and other improvements, as
the entire offering of 6,436,722 CEPACs was underwritten by Caixa Econômica in a single transfer,
earlier this year. From here on out, the burden and risk of CEPAC sales rests solely on Caixa Econômica.
However, since Caixa holds all of the funds for Brazil’s social security system, and since half of Brazil’s
190 million citizens are under the age of 30 (and decades away from retirement), Caixa Econômica has
one benefit that very few investors have: the luxury of being able to wait an extremely long time to
realize returns, if necessary.
The City of Rio de Janeiro has, at least fiscally, reduced their exposure, for now. Caixa Econômica has
the benefit of time on their side. At the other end of the spectrum, private developers purchasing
CEPACs must be careful not to overpay for them. Based on the analysis conducted above, a great deal
of concern does not seem to be warranted on the part of prudent developers. But perhaps the biggest
concern that remains unanswered for now, is how the City of Rio and the private development
community will navigate through the complex issues of demand, absorption and market cycles to
address Rio’s staggering deficiency in quality office space without racking up a glut of supply.
On a more local level, one interesting observation that is evident in the “back-of-envelope” studies is
that the CEPAC value projections for Praça Mauá are noticeably more favorable than those for Francisco
Bicalho. There are several likely explanations for this.
First, the Praça Mauá area will likely command higher rents, at least in the near term, due its proximity
to Avenida Rio Branco and Rio de Janeiro’s established central business district. Another important
factor is that as the height and bulk of buildings increase so do the construction costs. Taller and larger
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buildings, such as those that will be built in the higher density zones of Av. Francisco Bicalho and
southwestern Av. Vargas, will clearly make maximum use of their sites over the long term. Generally
speaking, the larger the building, the greater the stabilized cash flow. However, particularly in the
unlevered real estate environment of Brazil, larger buildings place a disproportionate strain on the
finances of builder-developers due to their huge outlays of construction costs and potentially longer
lease-up periods.
One alternative approach for projects in the Francisco Bicalho area would be to structure deals in a way
that is quite common in Brazil, in which land is swapped for an equity stake in the development, in lieu
of the developer having to make a sizable initial cash outlay. This would help boost returns, particularly
since the cost of capital for debt on development projects in Brazil (often well over 10%) is generally
cost prohibitive. As with many large-scale urban projects, the degree to which private sector developers
will be successful in Porto Maravilha depends upon their ability to find creative ways to make projects
economically viable within the parameters of the overall master plan over which they generally have
little control.
An interesting alternative analysis would be to compare CEPAC prices to the cost of conventional
development air rights. In New York, for example, developers may negotiate and buy the air rights of a
neighboring property owner, such as a church or museum, that is likely to never need them. This is
accomplished through a zoning lot merger and can be advantageous, particularly in areas zoned for tall
buildings. However, it is worth noting that this practice is not possible in Rio de Janeiro. Air rights
cannot be sold separately, and may only be obtained by purchasing the underlying land itself.
Lastly, this study evaluated potential commercial office development. It would be very difficult to
evaluate the performance of multifamily residential development with any degree of accuracy due to
the high degree of price uncertainty associated with the untested residential submarkets in the Porto
Maravilha district.
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A rendering of the proposed Porto Maravilha waterfront showing future cruise ship moorings.

Chapter Six: Conclusions
In this study, the successes and challenges of urban revitalizations in cities like Buenos Aires, Bilbao, and
London have been explored in an attempt to provide insights into one of the most significant urban
redevelopment projects that will unfold in next three decades: the reinvention of Rio de Janeiro’s
majestic waterfront.
Urban Identity
In the post-industrial age, cities like Buenos Aires and Bilbao “turned their back” to the waterfront.1 But
by the end of the 20th century, local governments and the private sector saw a common interest in
capitalizing on valuable, yet underused land next to their downtowns. Rio de Janeiro, like so many other
cities in the second half of the 20th century, suffered from a loss of urban identity. This was perhaps

1

Waterfronts in Post-industrial Cities; Marshall, Richard, et al.; New York, NY; Spon Press; 2001, p. 61.
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most aggravated by the relocation of Brazil’s Federal Capital to Brasília in 1960. An element key to the
revitalization of cities like Bilbao was the reinvention of this urban identity.
The development of Buenos Aires’ Puerto Madero reveals that the hold of inertia and resistance to
change can be a significant impediment to the forward progress of large scale urban interventions. But
at the same time, it teaches us that the sentiment of businesses and the community can change as the
gradual realization of striking improvement builds optimism and facilitates new points of view.2
Although the current deteriorated condition of Rio’s port district is an enormous barrier to attracting
businesses, residents and tourists, as the area becomes safer and more vibrant, people will begin to
view it as a viable residential neighborhood and recreational destination. In order for a revitalized area
to be safe, the streets must be programmed to be lively 24/7. This is a challenge anywhere. However,
the mixed use programming, combined with live music venues, a new convention center and a new
aquarium will certainly be a boost for foot traffic in the area. One of Rio’s biggest assets is the
availability of large tracts of land almost immediately adjacent to the existing downtown. The
repurposing of dilapidated streets and industrial landscapes into attractive, tree-lined public spaces will
remove many of the barriers currently deterring businesses from the Porto Maravilha area.
Cultural and Historical Heritage
A major factor for the success of revitalization efforts in London, Bilbao and Buenos Aires was the
emphasis on cultural and historical heritage. In this regard, Rio has wisely chosen to emphasize
historical features like Pedra do Sal, through the creation of a live music venue to rival the popularity
currently enjoyed by the enclaves of Lapa and Ipanema. In a city that currently has almost no quality
dining facing spectacular Guanabara Bay and its backdrop of dramatic mountains, the envisioned

1

Case: Puerto Madero Waterfront, Harvard University Graduate School of Design; Liernur, Jorge with Dominguez Roca, Luis Javier and
Garay, Alfredo M., et al; New York, NY; Prestel Verlag; 2007, p. 81.
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restaurant and nightlight quarter that will capitalize on Rio’s rich culinary and musical heritage, as well
as its stunning waterfront scenery will likely draw worldwide attention. In London, preservation of the
medieval street geometry added an element of character and a link to the past.
The redevelopment of London’s Docklands also demonstrates that projects requiring new development
parcels to be interspersed throughout a patchwork of historical heritage sites can have a surprisingly
positive outcome. The mix of new and old can create a lively and eclectic neighborhood, introduce a
strong link between past and present and provide a rich sense of culture, while also being commercially
successful. One important lesson learned from all three precedent cities is that historic structures are
great assets that can be capitalized upon to create value.
Public Policy
In Buenos Aires, the lack of public funding did not prevent the successful launch and completion of an
urban regeneration effort of grand proportions. All three cities evaluated in this study recognized the
need for alignment of state, federal and city interests and for the active involvement of the private
sector. To this end, the City of Rio must make an effort to welcome community input, ensure social
inclusion and to integrate Porto Maravilha physically and socially into the urban fabric of the city.
The Francisco Bicalho and Praça Mauá areas will be the first sections or “nodes” of the greater Porto
Maravilha district to be developed. However, the process of cleaning up titles to the publically owned
land in the port area, which is currently held by a confusing labyrinth of government agencies, will take
several years. As a result, private parcels will almost certainly be available for development long before
the government owned parcels. While there are relatively few privately owned parcels in the Praça
Mauá vicinity, the Francisco Bilcalho area has an abundance of land that is privately owned. For this
reason, the privately held parcels around Francisco Bilcalho should not be disregarded by private sector
developers seeking near-term opportunities for entry into the Porto Maravilha arena.
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A rendering of the VLT light rail system.

Logistics and Transportation
Over the long term, Francisco Bilcalho will be the area of Porto Maravilha to benefit most from the
adjacent terminus of the planned 518 kilometer Trem de Alta Velocidade (TAV) bullet train connecting
Rio de Janeiro to São Paulo, when service begins in approximately 2016. This access to high-speed,
intercity rail transportation, combined with the close proximity to the Cidade Nova Metro Station, which
connects to both of Rio’s subway lines, supports the city’s decision to concentrate density in this area.
Urban revitalization projects in other major cities have shown that large scale nodes of commercial
office development can be successfully created in areas that initially appear to be remote from the
traditional central business district. One example is Canary Wharf in London. However, one reoccurring
factor that causes these new nodes to be less successful is poor access to public transportation. This
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was initially the case with Canary Wharf, and remains a drawback of Puerto Madero to this day. Rio de
Janeiro has the benefit of one key element that Canary Wharf did not have initially, and that Puerto
Madero still does not have: close proximity to quality mass transit. Although the Francisco Bilcalho area
is further from the heart of Rio’s central business district than the Praça Mauá area, this new
concentration of high density development is only a few short stops on the existing subway line from
the downtown Carioca and Cinelândia subway stations serving the heart of downtown Rio. To its credit,
Francisco Bilcalho has one of the most attractive metro stations in the city, the brand new Cidade Nova
Station with its futuristic pedestrian bridge spanning Av. Presidente Vargas.
One of the biggest challenges facing Brazil today is poor infrastructure, especially roads and highways.
For this reason, businesses locating in the newly redeveloped Porto Maravilha area will have a decided
advantage over businesses located elsewhere, since roads and other infrastructure in the modernized
port district will be much newer and of higher quality. Businesses locating anywhere in Porto Maravilha
will also benefit from this district’s good access to multiple forms of public transportation including
proposed surface-mounted light rail lines. Perhaps Alberto Silva of CDURP put it best: “The main reason
that Porto Maravilha will succeed is that people want to live near where they work.” One area where
Porto Maravilha has a decided advantage over Puerto Madero is in the proximity to quality public
transport and good pedestrian access.
Financial Benefits
Some critics insist that it is misleading to forecast real estate and CEPAC values for Rio de Janeiro, based
on bullish historical property appreciation in places like São Paulo’s Faria Lima neighborhood, pointing
out that these areas were already upscale commercial districts at the time of the early CEPAC sales, in
2004. While it is true that there is an obvious disparity between the current dilapidated state of the
neighborhoods lining Rio’s waterfront versus the condition of the areas bordering São Paulo’s Avenida
Faria Lima in 2004, Rio has one huge attribute that São Paulo does not: a spectacular bay front. An
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argument can easily be made that Guanabara Bay itself adds significant value. Office and residential
towers fronting an attractively landscaped waterfront possess a decided advantage over those further
inland. Examples of this can be seen in Toronto, New York’s Battery Park City and elsewhere.

A rendering Av. Francisco Bicalho and Canal do Mangue showing proposed commercial office towers.

A major issue that private developers in Porto Maravilha should consider carefully is the type of capital
funding their projects. Porto Maravilha is the type of large-scale urban redevelopment district that
takes years and even decades to come to fruition. On large private sector real estate developments, like
the ones which will likely be built in Porto Maravilha, the first buildings to be delivered are often not as
profitable as those which are delivered toward the end of the build-out of the overall district.
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Development of amenities as well as commercial and residential uses, starts slow, eventually reaching a
critical mass required to act as a catalyst for the rest of the district and for surrounding areas.
Developers usually see the greatest revenues toward the end, which equates to long hold periods that
can kill returns for some types of investors. As a result, it will be advisable in many cases to partner with
“patient capital” that has the flexibility to wait many years, and potentially ride out unfavorable
economic cycles to realize returns, if necessary. One alternative would be to structure development
deals as land swap partnerships where the original land owner takes an equity stake in a deal in lieu of a
large initial cash outlay on the part of the developer. These are quite common in Brazil.
While many developers view the Francisco Bicalho area as a longer-term play than areas closer to Rio’s
existing downtown, some are envisioning that this area will ultimately command higher rents than
downtown Rio due to the number of newer, Class A office buildings with larger floorplates that will likely
be built there.
Intangible Benefits
From a purely economic standpoint, the cost of the Rodrigues Alves Tunnel, at R$ 1.5 billion, is
enormous relative to whatever benefits there will be. With other components of the project, such as
social housing, the costs correlate to the benefits in a much more obvious way. For this reason, the
Alves Tunnel should not be evaluated in terms of economic benefit, but rather in terms of other merits
on which one cannot put a price, such as improved pedestrian access and quality public space along the
bay front.
While it is very difficult to quantify the effect on adjacent real estate prices as a result of amenities like
the Santiago Calatrava-designed Museum of Tomorrow on Pier Mauá, the result that is likely is to occur
is the improvement of Rio’s overall image. The Calatrava Museum jutting out into Guanabara Bay will
likely become a “postcard” icon of Rio’s waterfront and of the City as a whole, much like the Sydney
Opera House, and will reinvent the way in which Rio is viewed by the world. Even Puerto Madero, with
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all its successes, has not produced a singular emblematic feature of “postcard” imagery to promote the
City of Buenos Aires.
Final Thoughts
Porto Maravilha is a story that will play out over the next thirty years. The challenges faced by Rio de
Janeiro are not unlike those faced by many other cities that have embarked on massive waterfront
revitalization projects in the post-industrial era. As with any large scale urban development, it is largely
up to the private sector to figure out creative ways to make projects within the urban intervention
district economically viable. One advantage that both the city planners and private developers in Rio de
Janeiro will have, that those in London, Bilbao and Buenos Aires did not have, is the accumulation of
historical lessons from the past three decades’ successes and failures in urban waterfront
redevelopments in cities around the globe, and close to home. These lessons, if understood, can be
used to guide decisions and avoid repeating mistakes of the past. If applied correctly, these lessons
could also ensure an efficient process in repositioning Rio’s waterfront to its fullest social, cultural and
economic potential, and could once again restore Rio de Janeiro’s identity as the Marvelous City.
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Rio de Janeiro
Escritórios Offices
Balanço 2010 Year-end review
Estoque total | 1,07 milhão de m2 Total stock | 1.07 million sq.m.
Absorção líquida | 16.827 m2 Net absorption | 16,827 sq.m.
Absorção bruta | 32.563 m2 Gross absoption | 32,563 sq.m.
Novo estoque | 61.891 m2 New stock | 61,891 sq.m.
Taxa de vacância | 8,90% Vacancy rate | 8.90%
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Oferta

Demanda

Taxa de vacância | Classes AA & A

Absorção líquida | Classes AA & A

 No primeiro semestre de 2010 a taxa de vacância do mercado de
escritórios de alto padrão do Rio de Janeiro registrava 5,1%.

 A absorção líquida foi positiva de pouco menos de 19 mil m² no
primeiro semestre do ano, um terço do que foi absorvido no mesmo
período do ano anterior.

 Dos espaços vagos nesse período, cerca de 50 mil m², 50% já se
encontrava locado, o que apontava para uma disponibilidade real de
apenas 2,6%.
 Já no segundo semestre, a taxa de vacância aumentou 3,8 pontos
percentuais, devido à demora de ocupação dos espaços já locados e a
entrega de novos empreendimentos.
 O índice de vacância encerrou o ano de 2010 em 8,9%, o maior
índice desde o primeiro semestre de 2005. No entanto, a real disponibilidade de espaços para comercialização (livres de contratos de
locação) foi de 1,35%.

 No segundo semestre o nível de absorção líquida foi próximo ao nível
registrado no período anterior, somando aproximadamente 17 mil m²
positivos.
 A absorção líquida acumulada do ano foi da ordem de 25 mil m²,
poderia ter sido maior, já que ao final de 2010 havia 83 mil m² de
escritórios locados, mas ainda não ocupados.

Supply: vacancy rate | Classes AA & A

Demand: net absorption | Classes AA & A

 In the first half of 2010, the vacancy rate for high-end office space in Rio de Janeiro
stood at 5.1%.

 Net absorption was positive at almost 19,000 m² in the first half of the year; a third of
which was delivered on the same period of 2009.

 Of the roughly 50,000 m² of space classed as empty during this period, 50% had
already been contracted. This implied real availability of just 2.6%.

 In the second half of 2010 the level of net absorption was close to the rate seen in the
first half: positive by approximately 17,000 m².

 Vacancy rose by 3.8 percentage points in the second half of the year, due to delay by
tenants in moving into their new space plus the delivery of new developments.

 Aggregate net absorption was around 25,000 m² for the year. It could have been
higher, given that at the end of the year the city had 83,000 m² of office space rented
but not yet occupied.

 The vacancy rate stood at 8.9% at the end of 2010, its highest level since the first
half of 2005. However, the real availability of space for rental (i.e. space not yet
subject to a rental contract) was just 1.35%.

Absorção líquida Net absorption | AA & A

Taxa de vacância Vacancy rate | AA & A
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Preços

Novo estoque

Faixa de preços pedidos de locação | Classes AA & A

Evolução do estoque | Classes AA & A

 A média dos preços pedidos de locação de espaços de alto padrão do
Rio de Janeiro alcançou 3 dígitos em 2010, encerrando R$ 107/m². O
crescimento foi de 7,92% acima da inflação.

 Durante o ano de 2010 foram entregues dois edifícios classe AA e
um retrofit A no Centro, além de um empreendimento com quatro
blocos classe A na Barra, totalizando pouco mais de 81 mil m² de novo
estoque.

 No primeiro semestre, a média ponderada dos espaços AA foi de
R$ 99/m² variando entre R$ 65/m² e R$ 140/m². No segundo semestre,
a média ponderada foi de R$ 118/m² sendo a variação entre R$ 69/m²
e R$ 150/m².
 Já o segmento classe A média ponderada dos preços pedidos de
locação foi de R$ 89/m² no primeiro semestre e R$ 100/m² no segundo.
A variação foi de R$ 50/m² a R$ 130/m² no primeiro período e R$ 67/m²
R$ 150/m² no segundo.

 O segundo semestre contou com 77% do novo estoque, que chegaram
ao mercado 100% locados.
 Com esse novo estoque (segundo maior da série histórica), o mercado
carioca cresceu 8,24% em 2010, índice acima da média histórica que é
de 5,6%.

Prices: asking rents | Classes AA & A

New stock: stock evolution | Classes AA & A

 Average rental asking prices for high-end space in Rio de Janeiro reached three
digits in 2010, ending the year at R$ 107/m². Growth was 7.92% over and above
inflation.

 Two new Class AA buildings and one Class A retrofit were delivered in the
Centro region, as were four Class A blocks in a single development in the Barra
da Tijuca region. All told, this gave the city just over 81,000 m² of new high-end
stock during 2010.

 In the first half of the year the weighted average rental asking price for Class AA
space was R$ 99/m², ranging between R$ 65/m² and R$ 140/m². In the second half,
the weighted average was R$ 118/m², ranging between R$ 69/m² and R$ 150/m².
 For Class A space the weighted average asking price was R$ 89/m² in the first half
of the year and R$ 100/m² in the second. Ranges were R$ 50/m² to R$ 130/m² in the
first half of the year and R$ 67/m² to R$ 150/m² in the second.

 Some 77% of this new stock was delivered during the second half of the year, all of it
coming to market fully rented.
 Last year saw the city’s second highest annual volume of new stock. The Rio market
grew by 8.24% in 2010, well above its historic average of 5.6%.

The exchange rate in 2010 ranged between US$1.00=R$ 1.655 and
US$ 1.00=R$ 1.880, registered 13th October and 25th May respectively.
Preços Prices | AA & A

Volume vago x ocupado Vacant x occupied | AA & A
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Classiﬁcação dos edifícios

Glossário

Não há norma oficial para classificação de edifícios ou terminologia. Para a Jones Lang LaSalle, edifícios
são segmentados nas classes AA, A, B e C, a partir de análise e pontuação de 160 itens. A empresa não usa
outros termos encontrados no mercado, como Triple A e A+.
Classe AA. Ótimo aproveitamento entre área útil/carpete/privativa, área útil do andar maior que 800 m2, pédireito (do piso ao forro) superior a 2,70 m, sistema de ar-condicionado central moderno com controladores,
sistema redundante de telecomunicações, piso elevado instalado, relação de vagas de estacionamento
por área útil maior ou igual a 1:30 m2, sistema de supervisão e gerenciamento predial (BMS) completo, alta
eficiência no transporte vertical (elevadores).
Classe A. Bom aproveitamento entre área útil/carpete/privativa, área útil do andar superior a 500 m2, sistema
de ar-condicionado central, pé-direito (do piso ao forro) superior ou igual a 2,60 m, andar preparado para
receber piso elevado, bom sistema de supervisão e gerenciamento predial (BMS), boas instalações de
telecomunicações, relação de vagas de estacionamento por área útil maior ou igual a 1:40 m2, boa eficiência
no transporte vertical (elevadores).

Estoque total. Total de m2 úteis de escritórios cuja obra já se encontra concluída.
Taxa de vacância. Porcentagem de escritórios vagos, calculada em relação ao
estoque total.
Preço pedido. Preço por m2 útil pedido pelo proprietário para locação e/ou venda.
Novo estoque. Espaço em m 2 entregue ou previsto para ser entregue no
período analisado.
Absorção líquida. Aumento ou diminuição real de espaço ocupados entre períodos.
Absorção bruta. Demonstra toda a ocupação que ocorreu dentro do período analisado.
Área útil. Inclui carpete, sanitários, copas, depósitos e outras áreas passíveis de
uso efetivo.

There is no official norm for the classification of buildings or terminology. For Jones Lang LaSalle, buildings
are segmented in classes AA, A, B, and C, based on analyses and ponctuation of 160 characteristics. The
company does not use other terms found in the market, such as Triple A or A+.
Class AA. Excellent use of usable/carpet/private area, over 800 sq.m. of usable floor area, clear floor-to-ceiling
height of at least 2.70 meters, modern central air conditioning system (CAC) with Variable Air Volume (VAV),
redundant telecommunication systems, installed raised floors, parking space to usable area ratio greater or equal to
1 space per 30 sq.m., complete building supervision and management system (BMS) and highly efficient elevators.
Class A. Good use of usable/carpet/private area, over 500 sq.m. of usable fl oor area, central air conditioning
system, clear floor-to-ceiling height of at least 2.60 meters, fl oor plates designed to receive raised fl oor
installation, good building supervision and management system (BMS), good telecommunication system,
parking space to usable area ratio greater or equal to 1 space per 40 sq.m., and efficient elevators.

Pão de
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Corcovado

In Brazil, Jones Lang LaSalle’s Research team conducts periodic field
surveys to gather information on the office markets of its principal cities
and continuously update its real estate database, which contains detailed
information on more that 13 million square meters of constructed area. This
effort aims to guarantee the supply of highly precise information essential
to the decision-making process.

Classiﬁcation of buildings

Urca

Glossary
Total Stock. Total usable square meters of completed offi ce space; Vacancy rate. Percentage of vacant
offi ce space calculated in relation to the total stock; Asking price. Price per usable sqm asked by owner
for the rental and/or purchase; New stock. Total usable sqm delivered or due to be delivered during the
analyzed period; Net absorption. Increase or decrease of occupied space from one period to another;
Gross absorption. Sum of all space occupied during the analyzed period; Usable area. Includes the
carpet, lavatories, pantries, storage and other areas available for use.
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Balanço 2004

Divisão das Regiões de Escritórios

Edifício Millenium - Localizado na Avenida Faria Lima,
um dos endereços mais nobres da cidade

MERCADO DE ESCRITÓRIOS DE ALTO PADRÃO
FECHA 2004 COM BONS RESULTADOS
O balanço de 2004 confirmou a recuperação da
demanda do final de 2003. Apesar das altas taxas
de juros, a economia nacional mostrou sinais de
retomada em 2004, o que impulsionou o mercado
de escritórios paulista.
O último trimestre do ano apresentou-se positivo
para edifícios de alto padrão. Além do
decréscimo na área vaga, a absorção líquida foi
superior à do período anterior, consolidando a
tendência de reaquecimento de demanda do
segmento. A absorção bruta, ou volume
transacionado, alcançou no período 65 mil m²
úteis para edifícios classe AA e A.

A absorção líquida foi de 39 mil m² úteis nos
últimos três meses do ano, o que representa um
aumento de 3,5% em relação ao terceiro
trimestre.
Grande parte dos espaços foi absorvida por novas
empresas ou companhias que estão em
crescimento, sendo que a demanda por upgrade
(elevação do padrão das instalações) foi reduzida.
As regiões que mais se destacaram foram
Alphaville, Vila Olímpia e Faria Lima que,
juntas, foram responsáveis por mais de 75% do
volume líquido total absorvido.

Quanto à oferta de espaços de escritórios de alto
padrão, a taxa de vacância também apresentou
resultados positivos passando de 25,2% no
terceiro trimestre para 23,8% em dezembro de
2004. Alphaville mais uma vez tomou posição de
destaque, reduzindo pela metade sua taxa de
vacância, alcançando 25,1%.
A região da Berrini concentrou todo o novo
estoque do período – mais de 22 mil m² úteis –,
aumentando a área vaga. O ano de 2004 foi
marcado pela entrega de mais de 200 mil m² úteis,
30% representados por edifícios classe AA e 70%
por edifícios classe A.

Indicadores
Econômicos

IPC - Fipe
Variação
Acumulada
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IED
(US$ bilhões)

Taxa de
Desemprego
(Média Anual)

Juros
(Selic)

Taxa de
Câmbio
(R$/US$)

Crescimento
do PIB (a.a.)

2004

6,57%

12,42%

18,0

12,60%

17,75%

2,65

5,1%1

Previsão 20052

5,46%

6,48%

13,0

n.d.

16,00%

2,93

3,65

Fontes: Banco Central, IBGE, FGV e FIPE

1. Relatório de Mercado - 07 de janeiro de 2005 - Banco Central do Brasil.
2. Informações de Previsão obtidas no Relatório de Mercado - 14 de janeiro de 2005 - Banco Central do Brasil
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MERCADO DE ESCRITÓRIOS - CLASSE AA

4º Trimestre de 2004
Estoque Total (m² úteis)
Número de Edifícios

NOVO ESTOQUE, TAXA DE VACÂNCIA E ABSORÇÃO LÍQUIDA
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O quarto trimestre de 2004 foi marcado pelo recebimento de 13 mil m²
úteis classe AA concentrados exclusivamente na região Berrini.
Marginal

Com estes 13 mil m² úteis, o total de espaços entregue em 2004 alcançou
61 mil m² úteis.

3%
Verbo Divino
Faria Lima

1%

33%

A taxa de vacância registrada no período para edifícios top de mercado
caiu 2,1 pontos percentuais em relação ao terceiro trimestre, passando
para 28,6%.

Berrini
18%

Itaim
Vila Olímpia

As regiões que tiveram melhores resultados se comparados ao período
anterior foram Vila Olímpia e Alphaville, que apresentaram quedas
representativas na taxa de vacância da ordem de 15% e 69%,
respectivamente.
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13%

ABSORÇÃO LÍQUIDA POR REGIÃO
.000 m² úteis

Vale ressaltar que os mais de 10 mil m² úteis absorvidos em Alphaville
representam um único edifício que teve sua taxa de ocupação
transferida de 0% para 70% em menos de 6 meses após sua inauguração.
A única região que apresentou aumento na taxa de vacância foi a
Berrini, exclusivamente devido à entrega de novo estoque.
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No quesito absorção líquida, as regiões que apresentaram maior
destaque para edifícios classe AA foram Alphaville, Faria Lima e Vila
Olímpia, com 10,4 mil, 5,5 mil e 4,9 mil m² úteis absorvidos,
respectivamente.
R$/m² útil
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A região que apresentou maior número de edifícios com espaços em
oferta para locação no período foi a Faria Lima, cuja faixa de preços
pedidos variou de R$55,0 a R$81,2/m² útil.

MÉDIA PONDERADA DOS VALORES DE LOCAÇÃO
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De acordo com os parâmetros de análise da Jones Lang LaSalle, os
valores mínimos pedidos de locação atingiram, em média, R$46,4/m²
útil e os máximos, R$59,9/m² útil.
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A absorção líquida para edifícios classe AA alcançou no trimestre mais
de 26 mil m² úteis, um aumento de quase 40% em relação ao período
anterior.
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MERCADO DE ESCRITÓRIOS - CLASSE A

4º Trimestre de 2004
Estoque Total (m² úteis)
Número de Edifícios

NOVO ESTOQUE, TAXA DE VACÂNCIA E ABSORÇÃO LÍQUIDA

1,162 milhão
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DISTRIBUIÇÃO DOS ESPAÇOS VAGOS
Centro

Alphaville

1%

4%

O novo estoque classe A também se concentrou exclusivamente na
Berrini, e somou aproximadamente 9 mil m² úteis ao estoque total da
região.

Paulista
13%

Marginal

Jardins

22%

0%
Faria Lima
11%

A área total entregue em 2004 alcançou 143 mil m² úteis para este
padrão construtivo, embora mais de 50% tenham sido representados por
edifícios sem teor especulativo, ou seja, construídos para uso exclusivo
de empresas específicas.

Itaim
8%

Verbo Divino
11%

Vila Olímpia
10%

A taxa de vacância apresentou queda de 0,7 ponto percentual em relação
ao terceiro trimestre do ano, atingindo 20,59%.

Berrini
20%

As regiões que se destacaram em relação ao período anterior foram
Alphaville, Vila Olímpia e Itaim, que apresentaram queda na taxa de
vacância de 9; 6,5 e 3,6 pontos percentuais, respectivamente.

ABSORÇÃO LÍQUIDA POR REGIÃO
.000 m² úteis
7

Além da Berrini, que recebeu todo o novo estoque, as regiões que
apresentaram crescimento na taxa de vacância foram Centro e Marginal.
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De uma forma geral, as regiões que apresentaram melhores resultados
no quesito absorção líquida foram Vila Olímpia, Itaim e Alphaville, com
4,9 mil; 4,2 mil e 3,8 mil m² úteis, respectivamente.
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A absorção líquida para edifícios deste padrão alcançou 12,8 mil m²
úteis, patamar inferior aos 27 mil alcançados no período anterior.

-1

Já as regiões que apresentaram os piores resultados foram Marginal e
Centro, as únicas com absorção líquida negativa.
MÉDIA PONDERADA DOS VALORES DE LOCAÇÃO
R$/m² útil
80

De acordo com os parâmetros de análise da Jones Lang LaSalle, os
valores mínimos pedidos de locação atingiram, em média, R$35,7/m²
útil e os máximos, R$56,7/m² útil.
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A região que apresentou maior número de edifícios com espaços em
oferta para locação no período foi a Berrini, cuja faixa de preços pedidos
de locação foi de R$38,5 a R$68,0/m² útil.
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A região Marginal foi particularmente prejudicada pela desocupação de
um grande volume de espaços em um único empreendimento, o que não
representa tendência de queda de demanda.

Classificação dos Edifícios
Classe A: Planta regular e flexível, pé-direito do piso ao forro de no mínimo 2,70 m, piso elevado, pé-direito do hall de entrada duplo e acabamentos nobres, gerenciamento de
sistemas, fibra ótica, relação entre nº de vagas e áre útil > ou = 1:35 m², ar-condicionado central.
Classe AA: Além das especificações da Classe A, consideramos também lajes em torno de 800 m², elevadas especificações tecnológicas, completo gerenciamento e controle
dos sistemas prediais (ar-condicionado, elétrica, hidráulica, segurança patrimonial e incêndio, elevadores e acessos) e heliponto.
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RETROSPECTIVA 2004

1º TRIMESTRE

2º TRIMESTRE

• Estoque de alto padrão no início do ano: 1,7 milhão de m² úteis, com
volume vago de 25,4%.
• No 1º trimestre foram entregues 120 mil m² úteis, mais de 50% referente
aos edifícios do Fórum Trabalhista, na Barra Funda.
• Maior taxa de vacância: Vila Olímpia – devido à entrega do Milllenium
Office Park –, seguida pela Faria Lima.
• O total líquido absorvido foi de aproximadamente 25 mil m², excluindose a ocupação dos 66 mil m² do Fórum.
• Para edifícios classe AA, o valor mínimo pedido para locação foi de
R$40 (Marginal) e o máximo, R$80 (Faria Lima).
• O valor mínimo identificado para edifícios classe A foi de R$25
(Marginal) e o máximo, R$75 (Itaim).

•
•
•
•

Novo estoque do período: 14,2 mil m² úteis - Edifício Atrium VI.
Volume vago total de 470 mil, ou 25% do estoque de alto padrão.
Maior taxa de vacância: Vila Olímpia, seguida pela Faria Lima.
Destaque para a ocupação de mais de 15 mil m² pela Petrobrás na região
Paulista.
• O total líquido absorvido alcançou apenas 17 mil m² úteis, prejudicado
pela devolução representativa de espaços por uma única empresa na
região Faria Lima.
• Para edifícios de padrão AA, o valor mínimo pedido de locação alcançou
R$42 (Berrini) e o máximo, R$85 (Faria Lima).
• Os valores pedidos para Classe A não se alteraram em relação ao 1º
trimestre.

3º TRIMESTRE

4º TRIMESTRE

• Novo estoque do período: 43 mil m² úteis de alto padrão: Alphaville Torres Jaçari e Padauiri do Centro Administrativo Rio Negro; Centro Edifício New England; e Faria Lima - Edifício Seculum.
• A taxa de vacância manteve-se estável, na casa dos 25,2%, mesmo com
a grande entrega de novos espaços de alto padrão.
• A absorção líquida alcançou 37,7 mil m² úteis, tendo como destaque os
edifícios classe A, responsáveis por mais de 70% do total líquido
absorvido.
• Mercado manteve-se estável: sem devolução de espaços no período.
• O valor mínimo pedido de locação identificado para edifícios classe AA
foi de R$35 (Alphaville) e o máximo foi R$85 (Avenida Angélica).
• Para edifícios classe A, o valos mínimo foi de R$25 (Marginal) e o
máximo, R$74 (Faria Lima).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Novo estoque do período: 22 mil m² - 100% na região da Berrini.
Fechamento do estoque de alto padrão: 1,95 milhão de m² úteis.
A taxa de vacância para edifícios Classe AA e A foi de 23,8%.
Maior taxa de vacância: Vila Olímpia e Faria Lima.
A Vila Olímpia teve uma queda de 11% em sua taxa de vacância em
relação ao 1º trimestre, apesar do acréscimo de novo estoque.
O total líquido absorvido no trimestre foi de 39 mil m² úteis.
A região de maior destaque foi Alphaville com mais de 14 mil m² úteis
absorvidos.
O valor mínimo pedido de locação para classe AA foi de R$35
(Alphaville) e para classe A, R$25 (Marginal).
Os valores máximos pedidos identificados foram R$85 para edifícios
classe AA (Avenida Angélica) e R$74 para classe A (Faria Lima).

Glossário
Classificação dos Edifícios: Sistema de classificação que divide os edifícios em
quatro categorias: Classe AA, Classe A, Classe B e Classe C.
Estoque Total: Volume de m² úteis de escritório cuja construção foi concluída até o
presente momento.
Taxa de Vacância: Porcentagem de escritórios vagos, calculada em relação ao
estoque total.
Preço Pedido: Preço por m² útil pedido pelo proprietário para locação e/ou compra
de espaços de escritórios.
Faixa de Preços Pedidos: São os valores mínimos e máximos identificados em cada
localização específica.
Pré-Locação: Tipo de transação de locação realizada antes do término da
construção do empreendimento.
Novo Estoque: Volume de m² úteis de escritório entregue ao mercado no período em
curso.
Absorção Líquida: Demonstra o acréscimo ou decréscimo do nível de ocupação

total, através da diferença entre a ocupação atual e a de determinado período anterior
analisado.
Absorção Bruta: É o volume de m² úteis que estava desocupado no período anterior
analisado e que foi absorvido no período em curso.
Área Útil (m² úteis): Engloba área de carpete, sanitários, copas, depósitos e outras
áreas efetivamente utilizadas para trabalho.
Regiões Nobres: Áreas com grande concentração de edifícios de alto padrão e
excelente infra-estrutura de serviços. As regiões nobres são: Paulista, Faria Lima,
Itaim, Vila Olímpia e Berrini.
Regiões Secundárias: Próximas às regiões nobres, com menor número de
empreendimentos de alto padrão. As Regiões Secundárias são: Centro, Jardins,
Verbo Divino e Marginal.
Regiões Alternativas: Regiões novas, em processo de consolidação, fora do eixo
tradicional de desenvolvimento de escritórios. As Regiões Alternativas são: Barra
Funda, Moema e Alphaville.
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Facilities, Gerenciamento de Projetos e Obras, Gerenciamento de
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